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tions are
Tasmanian waters.
SCYLIORHINIDAE - Galeus boardmani (second Tasmanian description,
possible sexual dimorphism) .. TRIAKIDAE (first Tasmanian record,
adul-t female and 3 full-term embryos, morphometric data, allometric growth, key
Tasmanian Triakidae) . XENOCONGRIDAE (M.) sp. nov.
paratypes, described and figured) OPHICHTHYIDAE (third Tasmanian
record, general description) . SYNGNATHIDAE (first local
specimen reported since oriqinal description exhibits some features of b.
and some of H.b. orae suggeste§ s~bspecies be abandoned) . KYPHOSIDAE

(xanthic individual) SOLEIDAE Zebrias fascia~us (confirmatory local
record) . ODACIDAE Neoodax attenuatus (descriptions of 3 specimens; species hither
to known from 4 examples only) . URANOSCOPIDAE - Kathetostoma
account second and third reported local examples);
metric other features of 8 specimens, 4 being Tasmanian; no published
of species at date of completion of MS) TETRAODONTIDAE -
(general account of second and third local specimens)

In the case of several species one or more of three sets of dimensions has been
found to be significantly collinear in a loglog plot with as abscissae natural nuIDbers:
the relation involves length of head, length to vent, standard length; lengths to in
sertions and terminations of certain fins; lengths of spines and rays. Polynomial
equations for head in plan have been calculated for several species; in one instance
parameters have been found to show significant correlation with standard length.

INTRODUCTION

This follows the general plan of others in the series. Linear measurements
are given unless otherwise specified in millimetres, the name of the unit
commonly being omitted. The symbols Ls~ TLs~ denote standard length, total
length, thousandths (permillages) standard length, thousandths of
respectively. Registration numbers denoted by Q.V.M. are those
Museum Art Gallery, Launceston. Certain other conventions

ERRATA IN PART XXV

Two unfortunate errors crept into Part XXV (1979). on Chauliodidae
ascribed (p 100) to . Baird was written by .. Morrow occasioned by an
incomplete photocopy). In an inexplicable blunder on the writer's part a specimen of
Diretmus argenteus Johnston, 1863 was recorded .108) under Embiotocidae instead of
Diretmidae, it being incorrectly stated et ale 1966 subsumed the latter in
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been
(one, a foetus,
not ac credi ted
from this State

Galeus Rafinesque, 1810, CARATT. NUOV. SP.
selection, Fowler 1908), Galeus melas"tomus

Pris"tiurus Bonaparte, 1831, Giorn. Arcad. 52, p.187.
meZanostomum Galeus melastomus Rafinesque, 1800.

Whitley, Aust. MUs., 16(4), p.238, as
1929, Aust. , 5(4), p.354. Type-species,
Whitley, 1928.

Galeus boardmani (Whitley, 1928)

.578
MUs., 16(4) p.238, p.

New South Wales .
. 354; 1934, Mem. Qld Mus., 10(4),

AUST., 1, p.90, figs 78, 83;

Mid-Pac. , 31(6),
Whitley, Rec.

Off land,
Whitley, 1929 Aust. (4),

p.198; 1939, Aust. Zool. 9(3), 230; 1940,
1964, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. , p.33.

Galeus boardmani: Fowler, 1941, U.S. Nat. Mus 100(13): Munro 1956, HANDBK AUST.
FISH., 1, .6, fig.34: Olsen, 1958, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm., 92 p 156: Scott,
1962, MAR. WAT. FISH. S. AUST., p.24, unnumbered fig., p.24: Stead, 1963.
SHARKS RAYS AUST., pp. 199, fig.6.

Remarks
Our knowledge of this interesting is virtually confined to the informa-

in three no~ices of it by its (Whitley 1928, 1929b, 1940) and a note
journal by Olsen (1958) of the only Tasmanian specimen till now recorded.

from the length of the type (Lt 540), the maximum length of 'many specimens in
Endeavour collections ('up to 16 inches') and a dozen dimensions of his specimen

recorded by Olsen no morphometric data have hitherto been published; no information
is available on dentition denticles or cephalic pores -- from an observation by
Whitley that these fewer than in the extralimital melanostomus
(Rafinesque, 1800) sex differences have not been considered. An
is made to and some lacunae

type
Great Australian
that of the 1913 8n1eCIVC)Ur

(Whitley 1928,
the

the
1926 but

(1939) . In the
source of the genus
with as a new

not only on upper but also



Material

Dimensions

P .114)
i.e.,
species
origin
mm, 2

Some additional dimensions, all as TLs, follow. Distal border of first dorsal
48 second dorsal 53 anal 108 ventral 108 pectoral vertical height of first dorsal
second dorsal anal 48 50 48; width of ventral 50, inner border of pectoral 69. In
caudal posterior border 75 lower border behind notch 50 notch to lowest point of fin
167; maximum width 93 width at notch 36 greatest width behind notch 6q. Interpectoral
at front of bases 130 back 56.

Comparative dimensions
Olsen reported for his female specimen (503) and 10 other linear

dimensions in mm. As his data do not as such (though length
to origin of lower caudal lobe is noted), both these and data for our female are
here as together with approximate values for the male type as read off
from definitive figure (Whitley 1928, .18 . 3) Snout to anterior edge of
eye 60 61 (Olsen) 66 (Whitley) to posterior edge eye 99 95 105 to spiracle 109 107
112 (entry in Olsen reads by error 'Snout tip to spiracle edge of eye')
to 1st gill slit 150 130 148 to gill slit 182 173
188 vent 416 398 410. 'Base of 1st dorsal'
451 437 of 2nd dorsal 652 652 638 lower caudal

It will be seen the is close. The one marked diver-
gence, that of length to dorsal given by Olsen may possibly be attrib-
utable to a error. A of relative to other
relevan~ suggests the entry of 285 could well an error for 225, which
would give TLt length to fin origin a plausible 446.

Dentition
dentition has not hitherto been

scyliorhinid a moderately
base by two small sub equal lateral cusps

to teeth
several rows of (individual
mesially mainly 2 laterally,
from of the broad base, about 20 in a row on each side,
members of rows either wholly or partly occluding other or clearly alternate,
some lateral teeth with two internal cusps and one external. Teeth in lower jaw
similar to those upper but somewhat less massive, medially in non-alternate rows,
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of
depressed
strongly outer
some three
obsolescent
obsolete.

(b) caudal peduncle the specialized
denticles, originate obscurely as a narrow, flush
almost smooth band about dorsal termination level of lower
caudal lobe prigin, into a ridge about rum wide extending back to
some two-thirds of distance end dorsal base and tip of caudal and compris-
ing modally 2 rows of broad acute lanceolate blade-like processes modally about .8 mm
in length directed outward backward and slightly upward, three score or more in each
row; between the blades 3-4 rows of minute mammilloid
Specialized denticles on lower of caudal only in the present
species, extend in a band of processes and ~u that on upper surf-
ace but with about half as many blades extending from just behind
pennon-like tip anal at level of end of dorsal base to of lower lobe,
a mesial specialized region beyond this as low narrow pavement devoid
of spines at least halfway caudal lobe. In the of
Galeus the lower surface of caudal peduncle, while devoid of
bears a narrow mesial band of naked skin.

Coloration
General colour of brownish somewhat saddles

not reaching ventral above it by about of height
of side, saddles of two shades darker alternating usually rather clearly
separated by subvertical arc of Saddles in order caudad: dark inter-
orbital, light bordered behind convex arc of ground color from near middle
of gill slits, thereafter to end of first dorsal base 3 dark 3 light last dark under
dorsal and extending briefly beyond it, interdorsal with 2 light 2 dark second dark
beginning just anterior to and full length of second dorsal base, to level of
notch of caudal 3 light 3 dark last 2 subcontinuous dorsal profile. One
conspicuous dark marking, subrectangular on left pyriform on
immediately adpressed pectoral in lower of flank beneath second saddle
behind head. Saddles in advance of first dorsal of more or less uniform color on both
dorsum and flank, later ones tending to up on side into 3-5
with less intense subvertical bars. Ventral surface in advance of
off-white, snout a little darker than an obscure forwardly pointed
iately before , behind gill uniform pale greyish Roof
mouth dusky. Upper surface of bluish anteriorly, tending be-
come whitish posteriorly, lower except tip which is off-white.

Proximal
separated by a
figure of type).

of both dorsal~ somewhat darker than distal one-third, the areas
dark stripe down and back much acute than in

Anal dark in middle upper half. Upper surface
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as that
such as the
position of
column
other markings
female but not
mesial darkening
and caudal behind
the sexes.

bands of the
than those of
status of the
p.6) as a
name-list
specification.

some Endeavour examples Whitley (1939 p.
Australian] Bight specimens (subspecies

, No useful cast by the
SUIDS1)e(:lE~S, which mentioned

variety' maintained its as a
1964, p.33, entry No. appears to have

sexes,
was

Possible sexual dimorphism
The type male.

'Many specimens referable
in Bass Strait and in Australian Bight in observing
all are males' Later (1940, the trawlers have
of this shark, all the known suggesting a

for migrating Tasmanian example
the present second female noted

's statement just cited and following it
off Tasmania' Stead (1963, p.22) would appear to

Olsen's single record justifies.

Some coloration between the sexes have been noted above
of the male no firm conclusion

in

of
male. Other, mostly

of caudal between lowest point
angle terminal caudal lobe
pectoral relatively larger



(b) Under head.
1940, with this

to slit we find preoral
mouth 382, anteroposterior length

minimum 146 maximum 337.

(c) Girth of head.
gill

up to one
(t 128.909***)

Log G 0.4367 log N

On a loglog grid
are
Log

to vent~ standard
143**) on 1 2 3
Measured (predicted)

lengths

89(89) 220(222) 378(377)

(e) and terminations. On a loglog grid
origin, to first to first dorsal to anal

dorsal origin, to anal termination, to caudal origin (at commencement
lower, caudal lobe) are significantly 4.622**) on

Measured as TLs 497(493) 587(586) (663)
(890) 923 1 000 The agreement is

by 0-7 mean 3.2 mm, or 0-2 mean 1 1%



KEY FROM

1. Teeth not forming a jaw triangular
with a central blunt serrations
on outer side, in lower aw more flattened A
median interdorsal ridge. Without white spots in
adul t. . ....

Teeth in both jaws forming a
interdorsal ridge. . 2

2. First dorsal

ventralis

Mustelus antarcticus

Mustelus lenticularis

Genus FURGALEUS Whitley, 1951

Fur Whitley, 1943, Aust. , Fur macki Whi tley.
Whitley, 1951, , 1949/1951, 67; substitute

Fur Whitley, 1943, ~~.~v~~~~v~ by Fur Jones, 1940
Triakis: Stead, 1963, SHARKS AUST. SEAS, p.109; non Muller &Henle, 1838

ventralis (Whitley, 1943)
(Fig. 1; Plate 1)

Fur ventralis Whitley, 1943, S. Aust. Mus., 7(4), .397
Western Australia.

1944, Zool., 10(3), p.

Type locality Off

1948, Aust. Zool.

Note on synonymy
S.R. Munro, who

available here, has my
Fur, in Nomenclator
7, p.167, error for Aust. Zool.

good enough to provide some
to the fact that the entry for
(Neave 1940, 5, P cites

10(2) p.167; Neave's
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caudal

(immediately before origin of

membrane
to membrane

dorsal
dorsal

(immediately before origin of

middle vent

margin

, base
of pectoral

anterior margin
[anteroposterior extension]

Depth at
Breadth
Depth of caudal
upper caudal
Breadth of caudal
upper caudal
Claspers, outer margin
Claspers inner
First dorsal,
First dorsal base
First dorsal, last ray
Interdorsal space
Second dorsal anterior
Second dorsal
Second dorsal
Second dorsal

fin,
fin,

B7

HI

B2
B3
B4
BS
B6

H7
H8 Eye,
H9 Interorbital
H10 Eye to
H11 Length
H12 Internarial angles
H13 Preoral
H14 Width of mouth (distance between angles)
HIS Labial fold, upper
H16 Labial fold, lower
H17 Height of first gill slit
H18 Height of gill slit
B1 snout to origin of anterior [here

F16

B8
B9
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FlO
F11
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No. Dimension 
F19 Ventral, last ray (measured externally, i.e., superiorly) 

[from membrane] 
F20 Ventral origin to anal origin 
F21 Caudal, upper lobo 
F22 Caudal, 10l,or lobe 

93 

mm TLs 

22 58 
1)0 238 

118 312 
40 106 

holotype, F. macki,but to the present (second) species of the genus, describod later 
the same year. In his 1951 papor cited above, in which he notes 'further study' of 
the Nomenclator' has indicated the neccssi ty for changing some gen8ric names (including 
Fur) owing to their being preoccupied, Whitloy strangely did not pick up this error. 

Material 
(a) A mutilated female (head, part of caudal fin removed; gutted), present 

total length from insertion of pectoral to origin of lower caudal lobe 783, off Wynyard, 
northwest coast, January 1979, Mr D. Batcheler (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/1); 3 foetal 
specimens, about at full term, taken from (a), comprising (0) female Ls (length to 
onglIl of anterior, here lower, caudal lobe) 191 Lt 241, (c) malo 191, 249, (d) male 
187.5, 245. 

Dimensions 
The 'set of standard measurements for comparative and biometric studies of 

Australian sharks' proposed by Whitley (1943b) and employed by him in a number of his 
papers is here adopted. The full suite of dimensions is exhibited in table 2 for the 
3 foetal specimens and for the type of F. ventralis, Ls 2 021 (Whitley 1943c) together 
with the 29 items reported for F. macki (lfuit1ey 1943a) -- the last-named described 
prior to the promulgation of the scheme: all these entries are given as millesimals of 
standard length (defined as in preceding paragraph; Whitley's original measurements in 
mm). In recording the dimensions of the typo of F. ventralis Whitley added two items 
to his standard schedule (end of upper caudal lobe, upper edge of subcaudal notch); 
these were not noted earlier for F. macki, clearly being added in view of the comment 
tha t these two species exhibit I minor differences in .. , and outline of caudal': they 
are here included in the table. 

Our large female F. ventralis being imperfect it is not possible to give those 
measurements that can be made as millesimals of standard length; they are, however 
recorded in table 2, being entered, unlike all other entries there, in mm. 

It may be observed that entry F16 in Whitley'S schedule 'Origin of pectoral to 
that of ventral' is superfluous, the measurement being directly derivable from H5 
'Snout [tip] to origin of pectorals' and H6 'Snout [tip] to origin of ventrals'. Some 
minor alterations in wording and punctuation of the original schedule are here made. 

The considerable length of the schema no doubt influenced its proposer to restrict 
fin measurements to lengths of anterior border base and last ray. Other dimensions of 
fins sometimes reported are here noted, those for the embryos being given in l'Ls units 
those for the (imperfect) adult in mm. First dorsal distal border 89 79 96 128 height 
89 79 83 115. Second dorsal distal border 73 71 80 102 height 73 63 69 87. Anal 
distal border 47 52 53 52 height 45 42 48 60. Pectoral distal border 102 105 123 140 
width 58 50 53 98 inner border 84 68 80 50. Ventral distal border 68 68 69 80. 

Additional dimensions of tho caudal fin, of taxonomic interest in the present con
text, include: subterminal notch to angle at junction of lower lobo and lower border of 
upper lobe 99 94 80, angle to tip of lower lobe 21 21 24, depth at notch 52 60 51, 
depth at junction of lower lobe and lower border of upper lobe 86 86 91, maximum width 
of fin at tip of lower lobe 102 115 127. 
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Embryos 
cThe original account of F. iJenLral-is (Whitley 1943c) was shortly followed 

(1944) by a brief note on some variations in the dental formula, accompanied by the 
first figure of the species prepared too late for inclusion in the initial notice. A 
third p3.per (1948) provided (in addition to observations on the commercial significance 
of the two species and two tables of selected dimensions) the first information on the 
reproductive cycle and the nature of the embryo. Later (1967, p.173) he noted of 
this sPGcies 'breeds at jus t over 4 feet' (1. 2 m). The largest embryos noted, 11 
30-45 mm long from a female about 1 200 long, possessed external gills and were 
attached to yolk sacs 76-95 by 33-40 mm. It was remarked it was not feasible to con
tinue the studies on embryonic growth, 'and the si ze of the full-term embryo is unknown'. 
Our specimells with a length some six times that of the largest examined by Whitley are 
at full-term. The yolk sac has been completely absorbed, the site of its attachment 
being marked by the small shallow umbilical slit (4 ll@ long in female, 5 in males) 
about at level at front of pectoral, or at 29.3 (female) 28.5 29.3 (males) percent of 
standard length. 

Comparison of embryonic and adult specimens 
A comparison of our foetal examples with the adult type reveals some interesting 

evidence of differences 1n relative growth and a marked dissimilarity in coloration. 

43 7 8 10 II 
AD . 

\\ JW • 
, 

400 600 

MILLESIMALS OF TorAL LENGTH 

FIG.1.- Furgaleus ventralis (Whitley, 1943). Relative growth: increase with age in 
relati ve length of posterior part of body. Lengths to numbered points as mille-
simals of total length: upper line, holotype female, total length 1 250 mm, off 
Bunbury, Western Australia; lower line, arithmetic means for three full-term 
embryos, one female two males, total lengths 241, 245, 249, off Wynyard, northwest 
coast, Tasmania, January 1979. Points noted: 1 mouth, 2 first gill slit, 3 pec-
toral origin, 4 fifth gill slit,S first dorsal origin, 6 first dorsal termination, 
7 ventral origin, 8 vent, 9 second dorsal origin, 10 second dorsal termination, upper 
caudal lobe origin ('standard length'). 

(a) Relative growth. An overall growth gradient along the whole length of the 
shark clearly obtains. As is evident from fig. 1, which shows the mi11esimals of 
total length at which certain important morphological landmarks are sited in the small 
individuals (mean values) and in the large individual, such landmarks from the mouth 
back to (and somewhat beyond) first dorsal origin are relatively more anteriorly located 
in the adult than in the embryos, while backward from the region of the origin of the 
ventral they lie relatively further caudad in the adult. Two minor anomalies are 
apparent. Whereas we find the length to the fifth gill slit greater than the length 
to pectoral origin, Wlli tley' s measurements place the fin behind the slit (cf., how
ever, the original description of the species (Whitley 1943c, p. 397) in which it is 
noted the slit' opens over the pectoral', and the later illustration (Whitley 1944, 
fig.5) in which the pectoral insertion appears the anterior point). Again, with the 
recorded measurements, whi Ie the insertion of the ventral fin is slightly more caudad 
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in the adult, the location of the middle of the vent is marginally more anterior. For 
the following set of landmarks, lengths to mouth first gill slit pectoral origin fifth 
gill slit first dorsal origin first dorsal termination ventral origin vent second dor
sal origin second dorsal termination origin of upper caudal lobe the dimensions of the 
adult as percentages of the means of the embryos are 61.7 83.574.0 89.8 93.S 101.5 
99.2 10S.1 106.5 105.4. 

In both the anterior set of 7 dimensions in which (apart from the anomalous length 
to pectoral origin) the TLs values exceed those of the adult ami in the posterioT set 
of 3 dimensions in which the reverse is the case the relation is an exponential one, 
growth being allometTic. The rectified equations are givcn below (A = adult length 
E = embryonic length). 

Log A = 1.2919 Log E·-0.7930. For the full set of 7 itemst is 94.171***; with 
length to vent omittcd 32.305*** with length to ventTal origin omitted 90.936***, with 
in all cases r 0.998. 

Log A = 0.8971 log F + 0.3204. 'lhe linear fit is (fortuitously) a virtu;:t11y 
perfect one, with r 0.9999999 or t 14144.27. 

In an extensive contribution to the biology of the species (including abundance, 
osteology, sex ratio, sex, weight, reproduc ti ve cycle) Whi tley (1948, tab Ie 2) gave some 
means of total length head interdorsal space and length to origin of upper caudal lobe. 
Mean measurements of our embryos as TLt show these dimensions to be in them 1.35 0.70 
0.95 those in the holotype adult. 

(b) Coloration. In a key (Whitley 1943c, p.39S) to the two species of Furgaleus 
the entry for F. ventralis is 'Coloration uniform', the couplet for F. macki Teading 
'Coloration transversely barTed and with light spots. I However, while our adult 
specimen, with a general color of slate above white below and without noticeable mark
ings, agrees well with the fairly detailed account in the descTiption of the holotype, 
the embTYos differ trenchantly, exhibiting a very conspicuous and well defined color 
pattern (plate 1). 

DOTsal surface with a number of broad dark slate cross bars separated by narrow 
cream OT whitish lines and large rounded or subrectangu1ar markings of the same color 
margined with lighteT; in all specimens a whitish subcircular or longitudinally ellip
tical median spot just in front of eyes. Lateral surface with extensions on to its 
upper one-fifth to one-third of most of dark markings of dorsum; below or between these 
numerous dark spots and patches of varying shapes and sizes partly OT wholly separated 
by lighter patches of lines (latter tending, particularly behind first dorsal, to form 
a partly interrupted narrow longitudinal band), some dark spots more or less annulated 
with lighter. Ventral surfaces whitish or creamy, immaculate. Both dorsals with 
most of distal half occupied by a large bvoid dark spot narrowly bordered externally 
with whitish, smaller dark spot on proximal part of anterior border and dark or darkish 
triangle on lower hind tip. Anal and ventral dusky in distal two-thirds with more or 
less distinct dark spot in front part of this area; lower surface of ventral more or 
less dusky in distal half. PectoTal with large dark patch in distal two-thirds bord
ered with lighteT, one dark spot at fTont of base another at end of base the latter 
continuous with, but noticeably darker than, the large marking; lower surface dusky in 
distal half. Upper border of caudal with four dark rounded or ovoid spots followed 
behind by a light-margined dark marking occupying most of fin behind notch, thTee or 
four daTk spots or smudges along lower border. Iris dark bluish, pupil white OT pale 
bluish; orbit narrowly bordered with whitish in front above and behind, dusky below. 

Though some individual variation is evident the overall pattern shows a high degree 
of consistency. No consistent difference between the female and two males is apparent. 
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PLATE 1. - FUI'galeus ventY'alis (Whitley, 1943). TllYee full-term embryos (parent taken 
off Wynyard, northwest coast, Tasmania, .January 1979), total length 241-249 mm, top 
and middle specimens males bottom specimen female - showing colour pattern (not 
present in adult) and general features. Photograph R.H. Green). 
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Comparison with P. macki 
The key provided (Whitley 1943c, p.398) in the description of P. vcntY'alis to 

separate it from the ear lilT-described P. macki involves four characters as follows 
(P. macki here cited first): (a) ventral origin below posterior lobe of first dorsal 
fin, behind level of fin (b) a marked (no) gibbosity predorsally (c) no (an) inter
dorsal ridge (d) transversely barred and with light spots, coloration uniform. It is 
of interest to note that in these characters other than (b) the embryos of P. vcntr'al'i,s 
are closer to the adul t P. mack'i than to the adul t P. iJcritY'aU.s. Thus (a) ventral 
originates below tip of posterior lobe of first dorsal, being behind it in adult by a 
distance exceeding half length of dorsal base (Whitley 1944, fig.5) (c) no interdorsal 
ridge developed, though its presumed site is detectable on examination with a lens, 
being indicated by a faint line somewhat lighter than the ground color (d) with dis
tinctive color pattern. Further, the adult head viewed in plan as represented in 
Whitley's illustrations is decidedly more pointed in P. ventl'alis (1944, fig.5; 1948, 
figs 1 2) than in P. macki (1943a, fig.1) that of OUT embryos more closely resembling 
the latter (see below). 

In the available material the same trans-species resemblance extends to certain 
ratios defining general body form. In the following examples the TLs figures are the 
mean for the embryos and the values for the holotypes of F. macki and P. ventY'alis in 
that order: snout 97 81 70; preoral length 109 88 64; length to fifth gill slit 306 
257 215; predorsal length 437 388 372; interdorsal 225 245 223; width of mouth 91 
76 66, length of upper caudal lobe 277 245 223. As shown above in p, ventY'alis 
proportional lengths to points along the anteroposterior axis of the shark are 
a function of overall length. As the holotype of P. ventr'alis, a female 1 250 mm in 
total length, is longer than the holotype of P. macki, an immature male 500 mm in 
total length, differences in the first five dimensions noted above may be, at least in 
part, size related. 

Some aspects of form 
(a) Head, length to vent, standard length. As has been found to be the case 

in some other sharks (and in some teleosts) the lengths of head ( to fifth gill Slit), 
head plus trunk, head plus trunk plus tail (to origin of caudal) are such that in a 
loglog plot they occur on integral abscissal values, most commonly, as here, on 1 2 3. 
Statistics for our three foetal examples of P. ventY'alis and for the adult type of that 
species, together with some estimated results for the holotype of P. macki, are set out 
in that sequence below, all dimensions being millesimals of standard length. 

Log L = 1.0800 log N + 2.4791; t 46.415*; measured (predicted) lengths 304(301) 
623(637) 1000(987). 
Log L l.0793 log N + 2.4832; t 104.586**; 305(304) 639(643) 1 000(996). 
Log L = 1.0673 log N + 2.4899; t 206.831**; 309(309) 645(647) 1 000(998). 
Log L = l.4020 log N + 3.3367; t 43.239*; 242(244) 614(600) 1 000(1 015). 

The greater slope in the type is indicative of the more rapid rate of growth in the 
posterior part of the shark noticed above in the comparison of the embryos with the 
adult; a similar increase is evident in the next set of equations (the concomitant 
greater magnitude of the independent term is of course attributable to the greater 
length of the adult). 

While length of head and length to caudal origin ('standard length') are recorded 
for the type of P. mack-i the table of measurements provided does not include length to 
vent or the sub equal length to ventral origin. By interpolation the equation in the 
next section for the disposition along the general anteroposterior axis of those fin 
origins for which length-to measurements are available (Whitley 1943a, p.169) gives 
length to ventral 247 mm or, by proportional adj ustment based on data for P. ventr'alis, 
length to vent 258. If this datum is accepted the resultant calculation for P. macki 
is as follows. 
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Log L = 1.2959 log IV + 2.3881; t 35.112*; 242(244) 614(600) 1 000(1 015). 

Cb) Location of fin origins. Lengths from tip of snout to the origins of all 
six fins are such that in a log log context they fall when taken in sequence cauuad on 
abscissal integral values of 1 2 4 6 7 10 to yield a linear function. Dimensions be-
low as TLs. 

Log L = 0.5436 log N + 2.4565; t 49.709***; measured (predicted) lengths 283(286) 
429(427) 592(608) 764(758) 825(824) 1 000(1 000). 

Log L = 0.5498 log N + 2.4563; t 38.094*kk; 280(286) 435(419) 597(613) 780(766) 
838(834) 1000(1 014). 

Log L = 0.5327 log N + 2.4719; t 26.304**k; 291(296) 448(429) 592(620) 800(770) 
832(836) 1000(1 011). 

Log L = 0.6542 log N + 2.3644; t 27.675"**; 225(231) 372(364) 572(573) 801(747) 
810(826) 1 000(1 044). 
For F. ma&i only the lengths to origins of first dorsal second dorsal aIlal and caudal 
are available; with these data. 

Log L = 0.5935 log IV + 2.4124; t 51.787*** (d.£'2); ~ 164(163) ~ 313(317) 
345(348) 426(420) ~. 

(c) Head in plan. It has been noted above that on the basis of illustrations 
the snout viewed in plan is more pointed in F. ventralis than in F. macki. Us ing 10 
measurements taken at equal intervals between tip of snout and level of front of mouth 
polynomials have been calculated for a male and a female embryo of the former species 
and are noted below -- to permit of direct comparison between these and individuals 
of different size widths are expressed as percentages of length to level of front of 
mouth. N is serial number of measurement counting back from snout tip. 

Male. W = 39.38 + 20.175 N - 1.0360 N2; R 0.9919; measured (predicted) widths 
56.0(58.5) 76.5(75.6) 91.5(90.6) 104.5(103.5) 115.0(114.4) 122.5(123.1) 131.0(129.8) 
134.5(134.5) 135.5(137.0) 137.5(137.5). A slightly better fit, R 0.9922, is obtained 
by the addition of a term, W = 36.6 + 22.843 N -- 1.6236 N2 + 0.03506 N3, yielding 
predicted values 57.6 72.8 91.2 104.0 114.4 122.6 128.7 133.1 136.0 137.5. 

Female. W = 49.62 + 19.325 N - 1.0626 N2; 0.9965; 65.0(67.9) 85.5(84.0) 
100.5(98.0) 110.5(109.9) 121.0(119.7) 126.5(127.3) 130.5(132.8) 135.0(135.5) 137.0(137.5) 
138.5(136.6). The addition of the N3 term improves R to 0.9997; W = 39.60 + 28.212 IV 
- 2.9895 N2 + 0.11678 /'13, yielding predicted values 64.9 83.0 100.5 112.1 120.5 130.7 
133.7 139.6 139.6. 

Comparable equations derived from figures of the female ho10type of F. ventralis 
(Whi tley 1944, fig.1) and the male holotype of F. macki (Whitley 1943a, fig .1) are 
provided for comparison with the Tasmanian embryos of the first species. While a 
high degree of accuracy cannot be looked for in such data a tolerably clear picture of 
the outline of the snout in plan emerges from it. 

F. ventralis. W = 13.72 + 5.445 N2 (R 0.9981) or W 11.46 + 7.448 N - 0.66517 
IV 2 + 0.26321 N3 (R 0.9994). 

F. macki. W = 39.30 + 16.998 IV - 0.91667 N2 (R 0.9873) or W = 25.31 + 29.407 N 
3.6071 N2 + 0.16306 IV 3 (R 0.9976). 

By differentiation of the second-degree equations the tangents to the outline of 
the head in plan are found to be for F. ventralis in male embryo female embryo adult 
female (estimated from figure) 2.07 2.13 0.43, for F. macki in male adult (estimated 
from figure) 1.83. Thus the present data suggest that in F. ventralis the head be
comes more obtuse with age, and indicates the degree of pointedness in the embryos of 
F. ventralis is (like certain other characters noted above) closer to that in F. m(lcki 
than to that in the adult of their own species. 
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TABLE 2 

FURCllU:US VENTRALI:J (Whi tley, 19~ 3) 

Dinensions of Cal an imperfect female from ncar Stanley, northwest coast, Tasmania, 
Cb) female Cc) male Cd) male::, thrce:: cmbryos, standarel 191 191 187.5 mm, taken 
from CaJ; toge::thcr with (e::) female holotypc of F. stanelarel length 1 021 mm, 
and (f) male holotype of F. mack?: (Whitley, 1943), standarel length 420 mm. Dimensions 
of (a) given in millimetrcs, of all other specimens as thousandths of standard length 
(ns) . 

HI 
H2 
H3 
H4 
H5 
H6 
H7 
H8 

H9 
HIO 
H11 

H12 
H13 
H14 
H15 
H16 
H17 
H18 

B1 

B2 
B3 
B4 
B5 
B6 

B7 

B8 
B9 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 
F8 
F9 

FlO 
Fll 

(a) 
mm 

Length of head to first gill slit 
Length of head to fifth gill slit 
Tip of snout to anterior margin of eye 
Breadth of snout immediately before eyes 
Snout tip to origin of pectoral 
Snout tip to origin of ventral 
Eye, horizontal diameter 
Eye, vertical di~neter (outside 
nictitating membrane) 
Interorbi tal 
Eye to spiracle 
Length of nos tril, anteropos terior 
oblique 

Internarial, between posterior angles 
Preoral length 
Width of mouth (distance between angles) 
Upper labial fold 
Lower labial folel 
Height of first gill slit 
Height of fifth gill slit 
Length from snout tip to anterior 
[lower] caudal root 
Length from snout tip to middle of vent 
Predorsal length 
Depth at origin of first dorsal 
Breadth below origin of first dorsal 
Depth of caudal peduncle before 
caudal origin 36 
Breadth of cauela1 peduncle before 
caudal origin 30 
Claspers, outer margin 
Claspers, inner margin to membrane at base 
First dorsal, anterior margin 170 
First dorsal, base 127 
First dorsal, last ray 63 
Interdorsa1 space 295 
Second dorsal, anterior margin 142 
Second dorsal, base 115 
Second dorsal, last ray 38 
Second dorsal to base of caudal 113 
Anal, anterior margin 
Anal, base 
Anal, last ray 

115 
90 
30 

F. ventralis 
(b) 
TLs 

259 
304 
94 

136 
283 
592 

57 

36 
113 

16 

21, 38 
60 

105 
93 
42 
21 
26 
17 

000 
623 
429 
141 
141 

47 

37 

157 
110 

47 
225 
147 
120 

37 
115 
115 

83 
37 

(c) 
ns 

251 
306 
94 

147 
280 
597 

62 

37 
115 
17 

21, 37 
65 

110 
90 
39 
21 
24 
13 

000 
639 
435 
147 
136 

52 

36 
25 
26 

168 
120 

52 
225 
147 
126 

42 
115 
115 

89 
34 

(d) 
ns 

259 
309 
101 
139 
291 
592 

60 

35 
115 

19 

24, 37 
59 

112 
92 
37 
20 
26 
13 

1 000 
645 
448 
149 
117 

51 

37 
29 
29 

152 
128 

59 
224 
137 
120 

45 
120 
109 

93 
35 

(e) 
TLs 

175 
215 

70 
88 

225 
572 

26 

11 
68 
13 

21 
31 
64 
66 
25 
15 
22 
19 

1 000 
598 
372 
168 
144 

38 

29 

126 
123 

51 
306 
137 
112 

40 
117 
103 

88 
31 

P. macki 
(f) 
l'Ls 

202 
257 

81 

38 

17 
79 

38 
88 
76 

000 

388 
171 

140 
110 

60 
245 
138 
105 

45 
140 
105 

74 
31 
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F~ uentY'al"is F. macki 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (el (f) 

mm TLs TLs TLs l'Ls TLs 
F12 Anal base to base of caudal 85 86 89 ]01 102 98 
F14 Pectoral, length 175 157 165 171 163 152 
F15 Pectoral, base, anteroposterior 

oblique 60, 62 47, 52 49, 52 49, 54 59 48 
F17 Ventral, anterior margin 100 99 94 107 78 83 
F18 Ventral, base, In male to outer 

angle of clasper 71 29 68 69 65 60 
F19 Ventral, last ray, measured externally 62 58 52 56 45 48 
F20 Ventral origin to anal origin 242 202 204 213 238 
F2l Caudal, upper lobe 267 280 285 223 245 
F22 Caudal, lower lobe 125 144 134 1.',6 113 100 

Family XENOCONGRIDAE 

By the generality of Australian authors - e.g., Lucas (1890) Ogilby (1916) 
McCulloch (1911, 1929) Whitley (1944, 1958, 1962) Munro (1957a, 1967) Scott (1962) Scott 
et al. (1974) - a tolerably compact regional assemblage of Worm Eels has been treated 
as the family Echelidae, a course hitherto followed in contributions in the present 
series, Part III (1936) VI (1953) VIII (1957) X (1961) XI (1963) XIX (1974a) XXI (1975) 
XXII (1976). In both of the early Tasmanian catalogues of Johnston (1883, 1891) the 
wide Guntherian Muraenidae is used, while among recent authors Marshall (1964) dealing 
with Queensland fishes adopts Myridae and in Allen et al. (1976, relevant section by 
Hoese) in a checklist of the fishes of Lord Howe Island the characteristic genus 
Muraenichthys is listed in Ophichthidae. In their provisional outline classificat ion 
of living teleosts Greenwood et al. (1966) abandon Echelidae, sharing it out between 
Xenocongridae (along with Chlopsidae, Myridae in part, Muraenichthyidae, Chilorhinidae) 
and Ophichthidae (Ophichthyidae, Myrophidae, Myridae in part): this usage is adopted here. 

Two species only are credited to Tasmania in the Check-List (McCulloch 1929), 
Muraenichthys breviceps Gunther, 1876 and M. tasmaniensis McCulloch, both with this 
State as type locality. M. australis Macleay, 1881 (type locality New South Wales) 
M. ogilby Fowler 1908 (type locality Victoria) and M. lingowenah Scott, 1975 (known 
only from Tasmania) were added to the local list in Parts III (1936) XIX (1974a) XIX 
(1975) respectively. A new species of fi~raenichthys is here described. 

Genus MURAENICHTHYS Bleeker, 1853 

MuY'aenichthys Bleeker, 1853, Natuurk. l'ijdschr. Ned-Ind., 4, p.505. Type-species, 
Muraenichthys gymnopterus Bleeker (designated 1864). 

Muraenichthys: Schultz, 1953,U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull., 202, p.70 (references and synonymy). 
Date of genus 

The genus Muraenichthys is commonly attributed in Australian and New Zealand 
texts, including the present studies, to Bleeker, 1864, Nat. Tijdschr. Dierk., 2, p.117 
[date in Australian Check-List (McCulloch 1929) cited as 18651. The reference given 
above is that listed in Neave (1940). 

Subgenus MURAENICHTHYS Schultz, 1953 

Muraenichthys Schultz, 1953,U.S. Nat. Mus. Dull., 202, p.7l (in key) subgenus of 
Muraenichthys Bleeker, 1853. 

Muraenichthys (Muraenichthys) lengomena, sp. nov. 
(fig. 2) 
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Diagnosis 
Attenuate, depth about 50 in length; dorsal originating behind head by less 

than head length; Schmidt's index 29-30; heild 4-5 in trunk, 12-14 in total length; 
prec3udal length 1.3-1.4 in tail; eye 5-6 in snout; snout pointed, upper jaw the 
longer; maxi llary and vomerine teeth uniserial; dorsal and anal fins low, caudal 11('" 

tigial, pectoral and ventral lacking; trunk above lateral line greenish with very numer
ous dark brown punctuLltions, ycJ lowish be low, the former color gradually extending 
downward on most of tail, the terminal portion lighter than the rest approaching white; 
no gross markings. 

Material 
'Three specimens, (a) total length 232,5 mIn (b) 153.5 ee) imperfect posteriorly 87+, 

dredged in 25 fathoms (46 m) off Eddystone Point, cast coast, Tasmania on 22 June 1975 
by Mr Shane Down. Deposited at the Queen Victoria Museum and Art GaIlery, Launceston, 
Tasmania (a) Holotype Q.V,M. Heg. No. 1979/5/68, Type No. 368. (b) Paratype Q.V.!vl, 
Reg. No. 1979/5/76, Tn'"' No. 369. (e) Para type Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/77, Type No. 
370. 

Principal dimensions 
Dimensions in this paragraph are given as millesimals of total lengths (232.5 

153.5 ~) with absolute measurements, Dun, in parentheses. Length to dorsal origin 
127 (29.5) 137 (21.0) ~ (15.9), to vent (middle) 422 (98.0) 43.3 (66.5) ~ (46.2), to 
anal origin 438 (101.8) 44.5 (68.3) ~ (47.4). Head 73 (16.9) 85 (13.0)- (9.0). 
Maximum depth of head 19 (4.3) 2.0 (3.1) ~ (specimen distorted), maximwn depth of 
body 15 (3.5) 19 (2.9) -- (1. 9), dopth at vent 13 (3.1) 13 (2.0) -- (1. 7) . 

Dimensions in this paragraph are lengths in length of head (absolute measurements, 
mIn, in parentheses). Eye (0.5 0.4 0.2) 33 33 45. Snout (3.0 2.0 1.4) 5.6 6.5 6.4. 
Interorbital (2.3 1.7 1.0) 7.4 7.6 9.2. Mouth cleft from tip of lower jaw to angle of 
free gape (3.2 2.7 1.4) 5.3 4.8 6.4, to end of rictal groove (5.0 4.0 3.0) 3.4 3.3 3.0. 

Proportions 
Maximum depth 4.8 4.5 4.7 in head. Head 13.8 11.8 ~ in total length, 4.8 

4.1 4.1 in trunk. Eye 6.0 5.0 7.0 in snout, 4.6 4.3 5.0 in interorbital. Total mouth 
cleft 5.3 4.8 6.4 in head. 

To the above proportions commonly recorded in species descriptions may be added 
the following four ratios that have been found in these studies to be of diagnostic 
value and that are set out in a comparative schedule in Part XXI (1975, table 1). 
Head in dorsal-bearing trunk 4.05 3.50 3.37. Precaudal length in tail 1.37 1.31 
Predorsal trunk in total trunk 1.57 1.64 1.75. Predorsal length in rest of length 
6.88 6.31 ~. 

a-d 
Schmidt's index (5 = t x 100, where a 

origin t = total length) 29.5 29.6 

General features 

length to vent d length to dorsal 

Highly elongate, slender, depth 53-66 in length, sub cylindrical throughout greater 
part of length becoming somewhat compressed posteriorly. Branchial basket well devel
oped, convex, projecting more ventrally than laterally, its length subequal to interval 
between its origin and front of eye, the forwardly convex rays about 30, groove between 
branchiostegals traceable forward to level of eye. Gill opening small, diameter less 

than that of eye, about midway between ventral profile and lateral line, the latter 
here about equidistant from dorsal and ventral profiles. Head small 4-5 in trunk, 
12-14 in total length; mostly subcyclindrical, tapering from eye to fairly acute, more 
or less evenly rounded snout tip. Snout more rounded dorsally than ventrally, its 
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m 

length 5-7 eye, 7 in head 
Upper jaw thc longer and 
wider, its width anteri orl.> 
morc than tl,viC8 J po:) tor
iorly about one and a 
quarter that of lowcr jaw; 
latter fitting against 
palate when mouth is closeu 
behind a perd formed by the 
strongly convex ventral 
surface of the upper jaw. 
Anteri or nostr Ll ir~ llpper 
lip briefly tubular, over
hanging lower jaw barely 
behinJ its tip. Posterior 
nostril a slit in upper Lip 
just in advance of eye, 
overhung by a small down
wardly directed flap. eye 
small circular about equi
distant frolJl mouth cleft 
and dorsal profile, iris 
black pupil bluish, the 
pigmented organ encircled 
by a slightly elevated 
annulus lighter than 
immediately adjacent area, 
its diameter 2-3 that of 
eye. Interorbital con-
vex, strongly transversely 
moderately anteroposteriorly, 
4-5 times eye. Free gape 
extending about to Jevel of 
posterior border of eye, 
rictal groove continuing 
back as far again. 

Several large teeth 
on the premaxilla. Max
illary and mand~ibular teetl, 
uniserial, rather large 
well spaced tending to de
crease in size posteriorly. 
Teeth on vomer in a single 
series of about 10, decreas~ 
ing in size posteriorly, 
the anterior almost twice 
as large as the posterior. 

FIG. 2.- sp. nov. Lateral line a low 
llo10typc, total length 2.32.5 mill, uredged in 25 fathoms narrow continuous or sub-
(46 Ill) off Eddystone Point, east coast, Tasmania, 22 continuous ridge in places 
June 1979 (Queen Victoria Museum Reg. No. 1979/5/68; presenting short irregular 
Type No. 368). A, Lateral aspect, x 1 1/3: fins wholly contiguous extensions 
lapsed; a, anal origin, d, dorsal origin, v, vent .. associated with local 
(middle). 13, llead, lateral aspect, x 4. C, Dent1t1on, waviness; originating 
upper jaw and vomer, semidiagrammatic, x 7. 0, Dent1tion, 
lower jaw, semidiagrammatic, x 7. 
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immediately bcJow la.tCYi.tJ -line J it If ycllo\IJ'.ish. Sjd.c ;Jbovc liJ.tt:' do 
surface fninutcly and JcnscJy punctuLlLcd with brownish .. t.his punct1.11~ltl.on scrvi.ng 
accentuur:.c the diffcl'CilCe be Lweetl llpjJC.L aHd lO\'H;_~' h;;. 1 f f 1 auk, th(~ 

ing fulJy dOlvn to the lateral 1 ilJo, then ccas Lng allTupL Iy save fur 
in auvance of vent where few tve 11 separated rlJnctul~Jt.io.ns? never: cuns titut eng 
than iJ sLnglo line, descend below the lateral -line 0 

(b) Ta'il. In goneral similar to trunk, differing !'com j I: as iol1Dws: tlll' 
extensiDn of the brown chromatophores below tho liltoral line becomes progressiveJy mOI-e 
pronounoed caudad, mos t of flank being invol ved by midd Ie of tail; the median dllsky 
dorsal band becomes less oonspicuous almost to vanishing point; fur more than a head 
length in advanoe of its tip almost or wholly lacks the brown chromatophores, appearilJg 
overall much lighter thcm res t of fish, approaohing whi te, 

(e) Head. Holotype bohind operculum sirndar to trunk; a bwwnish Spot on 
upper front of operoulum, rogion bohind and below it without punc:tulation; whole of 
snout dark brownish, tl1is color extonding back on dorsum, somewhat deoreasing ill inten
sity, to cover intororbital. Smaller paratype with dark brown spot on occi.put, snout 
a trifle darker than rest of head. Larger paratype with whole hood without discrete 
markings, a trifle lighter than trunk, tip of snout almost white. 

Affinities 
Ihe seven speoies of acceptod as val id in the Ilandbook (Munro 

1957'1) - of which five are now recorded for Tasmania - together with the two endemic 
species described in Part XXI and here are divisible into two distinot groups on the 
basis of the location of the origin of the dorsal fin. A oonvenient quantitative 
speoification of this location arrived at by subtraoting length to dorsal origin from 
length to vent, dividing by overa 11 length of fish and expressing the resul t as a pey·· 
centage was first introduced by Schmidt in his classioal studies on eels, being effec
tively used by him in the soparation of the long-finned and short-finned eels of eastern 
Aus tralia (1928). Formally designated Sohmidt' s index and denoted by S by the writer 
(1953) this formula has been found to be a useful tool in other groups, and is of prime 
importanoe in the taxonomy of the present family, the members of which exhibit in most 
somatio features 3 marked overall similarity. 

Australian speoies wi th the dorsal fin originating behind the vent, the index thus 
having a negative value, are austlulis, 1881, with S ranging 
(Part XXI, 1975, 1'.134) from - 1.10 to - 2.46, M. McCulloch, 1911 from 
.- 2.6 to - 4.4 Un h010type of the Western Australian M. t. smith7~ (Whitley, 1944) 
ca -- 7.4) and M. 1:redalei Whitley, 1927 (no appropriate data availablo): the first 
two only have been reported from Tasma.nia. Of the remaining six species two not found 
in this State are M. dev'isi Fowler, 1908 (Viotoria.) and M. godeffroyi Regan, 1909 
(Queensland): in the absence of the relevant measurements it is not possible to 
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calculate accurately values of S for these two forms; however from proportional dimen
sions supplied it would appear these Qre round about 23 and round about 19, respective
ly. AVQilable values of S for the three locally occurring echelids hitherto described 
with the index positive are: M. Cunther 1876 19.1-2l.9, M. ogi FOWler, 
1908 18.7-20.7, M. Zingowenah Scott, 1975 l.6 (unique ho10type). (,111e two species 
with intersecting values of S and with very similar morphometric characters in general 
are trenchantly separable by the dentition, Cunther's species having teeth in the jaws 
in a single series and those on the vomer in three series, while Fowler's species has 
teeth triserial in the jaws (biseria 1 laterally) and biserial on the vomer) . 

For the present species S = 29.5 (holotype) 29.6. 1hough the species value of S 
is subject to an excess of several units, the clear excess of these values over the 
highest figure for any other known Australian species sQtisfactorily serves to identify 
the present form. 1he magnitude of the index has been found to be positively corre-
lated with length of fish; for 8 individuals of M. with Lt 234.8 - 583.0 r = 

0.918 (z = l.578) with t = 5.677** (Part XXI, 1975, p.132). 

n1e following four body-ratios serve to dis tinguish the present species from one 
or more of the locally occurring species; values are given in succession for M. 

Zingo/,Jenah (holotype) M. ogiZby (range 21 specimens) M. (range 8 specimens) 
M. lengomena (holotype and 1 or 2 para types). 

!-lead in dorsal-bearing trunk: 0.23, 2.03-2.43, 2.17-2.90, 4.05 3.50 3.40. 
Precaudal lengch in tail: l.24, 1.47-l. 75, l.63-l.80, l.37 1.31 
Predorsal trunk in total trunk: 1.05, 2.27-2.87, 3.10-3.60, 1.57 1.65 1.75. 
Predorsal length in total length: l.32, 4.62-4.94, 4.59-5.20, 6.88, 6.31 -. 

In having the teeth uniserial both in the jaws and on the vomer (an arrangement 
conveniently denoted 1 1) M. lengomena agrees with the three species, M. australis, 
M. tasmaniensis and M. iredalei that constitute the group otherwise trenchantly marked 
off by having S negative. Among the remaining Australian species, of which the first 
three occur locally, the dental arrangements are as follows (figure in parentheses is 
number of rows in hinder part of jaw): M. breviceps 1 3, M. ogilby 3 (2) 2, M. lingowenah 
1 (2) 2, M. devisi 2 (1) 1, M. godeffr'oyi 2.2 - hence the present species stands wholly 
apart in dentition from all other described species in which S is positive. 

In being largely bicolor with the darker component rather sharply bounded below by 
the lateral line back to or beyond the vent, thereafter gradually descending to the 
ventral profile M. lengomena conforms to the modal pattern of the genus as represented 
in Australia (M. godeffroyi is described as of uniform coloration); the presence in the 
darker region of abundant punctulation also is a general feature. However the presence 
of a noticeably lighter terminal segment in the tail has not elsewhere been reported and 
does not occur in any local material examined by the writer. 

The second binomen lengomena is one of the two words for eel recorded in Milligan's 
vocabulary of the extinct Tasmanian Aborigines (Ling Roth 1899) - shown with an acute 
accent on the initial e by Plomley (1976)- being used by tribes from Oyster Bay to Pitt
water. A dialectal variant, lingowenah, recorded for tribes about Mount Royal, Bruny 
Island, Recherche Bay and the south of the island has been adopted for an endemic spec
ies of this genus described in Part XXI (1975). 

Family OPHICHTHYIDAE 

111e snake eels or serpent eels are at once distinguished from the worm eels 
(Echelidae) congers (Leptocephalidae) morays (Muraenidae) and typical eels (Anguillidae) 
in having the dorsal and anal fins if present ending in front of the tail tip, which 
projects as a stiff point (said to serve as a burrowing organ). Of the 11 species 
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listed in the Handbook (Munro 1957u) only 2 are known to occur outside Queensland, 
(Gunther, 1873), 1'8-

Jordan 1, D,wis, 1892, from 
(Linn~, 1758), from New 

occurring locally differs 
mouth cleft (2, .:p3, in head). 

Northern Terri tory and Wes tern Aus tralicl, 
ferred in the Check-List (McCulloch 192,)) 
southern Queenslund, New South Wales, und Opiris,u'us 
South Wales, Western Austr:llia and Tasmania. 
trenchuntly from other Austrulian forms by its longer 

Genus Oi'iilSUlIUS Lacep~de, 1800 
OphisuI'&lS Lacepede, 1800, IIIST. NAT. 1'01SS., 2, p.l')S. Type-species, 

Op7risuJ'us iJel'penD Laccpede ;::: MU1Y1Una seY'pens Lj nne. 

serpens (Linn6, 1758) 
Muraena ser'pens Linne, 1758, SYST. NAT., cd. 10, p.244: based on Artedi, gen 24, syn.41 

Type locality: southern European seas. 

Occurrence in Tasmania 
Ogilby (1897a) observed of a Tasmanian eel it 'belongs to the restricted genus 

Ophisurus, but it is in such bad condi tion that the species cannot be determined. It 
may, however, be included in the Tasmanian catalogue as O. Dopens.' Later (1897b), 
P .159, footnote) he accepted fully the specific determination. Lord & Scott (1924, 
p.37) remarked 'As regards the r igh t of this species to appear upon the Tasmanian 
faunal list, we know of no further records of specimens beyond the reference [1897a] 
made by Ogilby. ' A confirmatory record is given in Part XI (1963), in which some 
observations are made on a specimen, Lt 1 144, taken in a lagoon ncar the mouth of the 
George ](iver, east coast, in August 1956. An additional example, Lt 601, hooked at 
Scamander, east coast, by Mr G. Viney on 12 May 1979 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/46) is 
here reported. 

Dimensions as TLs 
Head 68.2. Snout from tip of upper jaw 16.8, lower jaw 14.3. Eye 6.67. 

Interorbital 6.49. Length of mouth cleft 34.8. Length to origin, termination of 
dorsal 104 975, of anal 356 983. Length to pectoral 71.5, length of fin 14.5. 
Length to vent (middle) 344. Depth (width) at front of eye 9.7(7.0) back of eye 
11.3(8.3) end of mouth cleft 16.5(14.6) gill slit 20.0(15.8) vent 15.1(16.3) anal 
termination 7.15(6.50); maximum head 21.6(15.8) body 16.6(16.6). 

Proportions 
Values for the 5 proportions given in the Handbook (Handbook values in paren

theses) are as follows. Mouth cleft in head 2.0(2). Eye in snout, upper jaw 2.53 
lower jaw 2.15(2.9). Head in trunk 4.05(3.6-5.2). Head in tail 9.61(7.1). Pectoral 
in head 4.71(6). 

Dentition 
111e taxonomic importance of the dentition of Ophich thyids has been amply demon

strated by Schultz (1953). The pattern in the present specimen comprises clustered 
premaxillary, uniserial maxillary, dentary and vomerine sets. Premaxillary: lateral 
3 pairs (second tooth missing on right side), large sub conical recurved acute decreas
ing in size backward; medial 1 small, just behind level of hindmost premaxillary. Max
illary: in either jaw a single series of about 40, small subconical somewhat recurved 
rather bluntly pointed, largest neaT middle decreasing slightly anteriorly somewhat 
more markedly posteriorly. Vomerine: an anterior line of 3 large acute strongly re
curved, first just behind premaxillary median, followed after a short diastema by a 
series of about a dozen decreasing in size backward; unless the mouth is flattened by 
moderate pressure the hind part of the series is hidden where 2 palatal folds meet over 
a median groove. Dentary: on each side 2 large recurved acute well spaced followed by 
a uniserial set of about 40, all small the posterior only half the size of the anterior. 
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l)lar.ic of ;J bl-THvn sCClwecJ dbuut- 2 J11Jll proJ(;ctcd for ~l.bolJt 

;ll()ut I tClllicd {"or about bO wm dO\",IT) th2 null ct" 

llead duvvn lc~vc.L () lO\'Jcr U{'[)Jt(-;J Lt 1~runk on UppCl' Ll :J.hove 
l ,l . :; 1 Line if! :~C[l '~,c ly JIll fiU tcly punc tul ()_t cd _l tit b rOVlnish, c;\/crul cl<-trkcs t 
dor:-;:~t ly; bo101'J tL.is lighter somewhat si.lvery Ventral surface of !H-;'J.d an6 trunk 
lustJ:',JUS silver, incrc~lsi.ngly less Dl'i.lJiant more admixed with pale gTeenish bchjlHl 
vent. 'lcrminDl 2-3 mm of t;d I dusky. Dorsal and anal Lwholly ccllapsed) llCHTOW 

linc~; of dark gre8nish, dorc,;ll bordered on either side by ,;lon<1cr pale greoni,;h strip 
devoid of all plmctulation. Pectorol brownish green barely darker thon fidnk. 

Head, leng~l to vent, total length 
In this fami 1y the total absence of a caudal fin renders standanl length (the 

di8mnsion conventionally used in the present context) and total length virtually the 
same. In a log log p.lot length of head, length to vent and total lengch are signif
jcantly linear on 1 2 3, both for the present specimen (t 31.22*) a~d for the larger 
individual noted in Part XI (t 36.507*). In th8 equations below (present fish first) 
dimensions are millesimals of total length. 

Log L = 2.4325 log N + 1.8258. Measured (predicted) lengths 68(67) 344(361) 
000(969). 

Log L = 2.3360 log N + 1.8743. Lengths 76(75) 363(378) 1 000(974). 

Location of dorsal and anal origins 
[n a log log plot the lengths to the origins of the dorsal and anal fins and the 

total length are significantly lillear (t 31.191*,58.336*) on 2 5 10. 
Log L = 1. 4030 log IV + 1. 5875. Measured (predicted) lengths (TLs 1 104 (1021 

3SG(370) 1 000(978). 
Log L = 1.2518 log N + 1.7433. Lengths 133(132) 407(415) ] 000(989). 
The effective constancy of the fin origins may be noted. With their relative 

Lexponclltial) lengths along the general axis constant, the magnititude of the intercept 
wi lJ LncTease proport ion:l to Iy whh increase in si ze of fish: thEe ratios here of inter
c:epi: to the logari.thm uf total length an; 0.S71, 0.570. 

Family SYNGNATHIDAE 

The first TasmfJ . .nian contaj.ned 8 species of 
f/l"UC"l: l~iD of S ~ Ctr'ouB 

1853), his second list (1891) adding Castelnau, 1872. 
l.ocal lists, those of Loni (1923, 1927) and Lord ,lIla. Scott (1924),illclucled 

specj_c~, HrH1J'cver, only "/ ;'l}(::;c were credited to this Sta.tc u) the Check"· t 
(lV!cCuL:_och L9?9) .4h:iJ(~ the:; IL;.ndbook (tvlunro 1958) :ldmlts IS. 'riLe total nOhl known from 

amounts ~o ';p~.;cies as the I'cI.::orcls 0 f DdeLL tiOllS ~l:CC scat tCI'8J through 
Jcvcr:tL pCl'iod'Lcu-ls J /\ustl:al:l<lll and extralinLLtal contribut_icns in this seX'.l.8S und 
in othe( journals by Scott 1.9G8) and. Dawsoll Cl~.177) --- j,t n18.y 'Useful to 

Ci) (us se1rl1:,c;i;yvLa-tus KauPJ 18S() ( 
1872 (l.h) LUG1S, 189J (1'1) 

molZisorri ,Scutt, 19S~) (vii) /), 
eoudcd Waite & HClle, 19?1 (ix) 

j"is tu lo.r'i us Ka up, (xi) 

, 1860, LV) 
COLletta Klunz.ing\_;;:J 18'/9 
C:l1yvirriY"o.c;-tyv L-S Cas te inctu., 

oPgus (Richardson, 1840) (xlii) ,). nigpo Kaup, 
McCulloch, 191~ 

lil53 (xiv) 
{c:lliJ17joc'ampus l'UYI/I L"lli tIey, J931) (xv) Solerll/l1a.thus C;Untl18r, 1870) lxvi) 
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j'ascicct:AD ((;uIlth('r J .1880) CX\'il) JV1cCul1och J t0J.1 (xviii) 
-taenicllotus ( , lC;04) ---- j,n Chcck·-List as rhyi j'OZi/1Lu;.; 

Peters;, 10/0 (xx) j}_'~ ll,(jr)Cf,e;:h()lLdn(~:iac Stcincl:lchncr, 
18;":;5 (xxii) do ui:]Li()I/linalis Lcsson

J 
1827. 

'hy i lO[Jt,;x'y.;; 

Sh~\v<. 18U4) 
b6 (xxi) jj, 

The 17 species then on the local l,ist wel'C keyed in Fart (196J) aIllI a conspectus 
was provided 1~ivin}_~ synolTLic V,Jlucs gathered from ~r\laj_Jablc J-jteTlltlire of the knOlvn 
rang0s Cur fj_vc mCListic Llnd {our morpholilctrl.c variates logcthc:c t\l_i th spcc.i.:ficLlt.i.un 
of the rO:::3tTal crest an indic~; l:ion of cl1c presence or abseIlce uf an opercuLlT' l<c: J :J11\1 
a note uf the Il1t:lximum I'ucordcd length I:xtcnsiOils fur severa] species uf the ra!lgC!) 

there set out have from time to t.i.me bee]) noted .i.n later contributions in this socics. 

Genlls HLS'TIOGIiMPHELUS McCulloch, 1914 
liis '.H)IJC/!IIf..'rW McCulloch, 1914, IiUDt. Zool. 1(1), p.30. Type-species, 

McCulloch. 

His ~lcCulloch, 1914 

Histiogamphelus McCulloch, 1914, Aust, Zool., 1(1), p.30, figA. Type 
locality: TIlouin or Wineglass Bay, Tasmania. 

HistiogwrqJhelus briggs1:i McCulloch, 1929, Aust. Mus, Mem., 5(1), p.92; Scott, 1968, 
l'asm. Pi.sher. Res., 2 (2), p. 6: Whitley, 1964, Proc. L1:nn, Soc. IV. S, W., 89 (1), 
p.38.: Whitley ci Allan, 1958,SEA HORSE AND ITS RELATIVES, p.60, fig.16, 3. 

Histiogcunphelus bY'iggsi: Lord, 1923, Pap. p]Ooc. R.Soc. Tasm. (1921)' p.13, and J. Pan-
Pac. res. Inst. 2(4), p,13: Lord & Scott, 1924, SYNOP, VERT. ANIM. TASM., pp.8 40, 

Histiogcuflphelus briggsii briggooii: Munro, 1958, HANDBK FISH, AUST., 21, p.85, fig, 590' 
Scott, 1961, Pap. Froc. R.Soc. '['asm" 95, p.S9, 

orae Whitley, 1950, Rec. Aust. Mus. 22(3), p.238, Type 
locality: Thompsons Bay, Coogee, near Sydney, New South Wales, 

Histoiogcunphelus briggsii orC[e: Munro, 1958, HANDBK FISH. AUST., 21, p,85: Whitley, 1964, 
Proo. Linn. Soc. lV.S,W., 89(1), p,38.: Whitley f, Allan, 1958, SEA-HORSE AND ITS 
RELATIVES, p.60. 

Material 
A specimen, Ls 180 Lt 186, dredged in 15 fathoms (17 m) 9 miles (14 km) north

west of Binalong Bay, cast coast, in July 1979 by Mr Shane Down (Q.V.M. Reg, No. 
1979/5/111) , 

This specimen exhibits some features stated to be characteristic of 
briggsii some stated to be characteristic of lus bri.ggsii oruc and 

some not in agreement with the descriptions of either. After some consideration it is 
here refeTred to H. Ivithout subspecific specification, its taxonomic status 
being discussed below. 

Meristic characters 
Of the entries in parentheses the first in each case is that Teported by 

McCulloch (1914) for his 
by Whitley (1950) for his 
2.2 + 39 (22 + 36, 21 + 35). 
1-14, at 0.7 0.2 of annulus respectively. 
(fTom figure 10 _._). A. :5? (no data), 

Dimensions 

from Tasmania the second that reported 
Glue from New South Wales, Annuli 

+ 3 (5 + 2,6 + 2), Brood annuli 
25 (23, 25). p, 14/14 (13, 12), C.6 

The following dimensions arc given as millesima1s of length to base of caudal 
(Ls 180) with length in mm in parentheses, Tot0.1 length 1 033(186). !lead 108(19.5), 
Snout 53(9.5). Eye 19(3.4). Interorbital 9.4(1.7). Length of operculum 46(8.2) 
width 23(4.1), Length to pectoral origin 111(20.0) length of fin 17(3.0) base 
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measured obliquely 14(2.5) Length to dorsal origin 358(64.5) to termination 
449(80.Y). Length of caudal 33(6.0). Length to vent 403(72.5). Length to origin 
of brood pouch 419(75.5) to termination 613(110.3) Depth at middle of snout 4.8(27) 
front of eye 23 (4 1) back of eye 26(4.6) middle of operculum :,0(5.4) hind border of 
opcrculwn 29(5.2) vcnt 22(4.0) base of caudal 6.7, maximum depth of head 30(504) of 
trunk 30(5.4) \V!dth at same scven points 8.9(1.6) 15(2.7) 20(:5.6) 28(5.1) 22(4.0) 
19(.3.5) 7.2(1.:5), maximuIll width of heall 28(5.1) of trunk 22(4.0). 

Proportions 
Wherc avaLl.ablc proportions givcn by McCulloch and Whitley 01' calculable from 

their recorded dimensions are shown in parenthcses (former fiTst). 1118 set of 
portions Teported in specific diagnoses of syngnathids shows some variatlon 
authors (e.g., head in trunk or in length to vent or in standard length): most variants 
in frc4uent usc are here noted. 

Heau in tnmk 7,17,(:5,6 2,82) in length to vent 3.72 (4.6 3.8) in standard length 
9.23 in total length 9.54 (-- 8.82). Trunk in tail without caudal 2.03 in Llil with 
caudal 2.14 (-- 1. 77) in total length 3.51 (- 3.13) . Head and trunk together in 
tail without caudal 1.48 with caudal 1.57 ('tail' 1.3 tail with caudal 1.:n). Snout 
in head 2.05 (2.12.2). Eye in snout 2.79 (2.51.7). Interorbital in eye 2.00. 
Length to dorsal origin in standard length 2.79 length to termination in standard 
length 2.22 basc of fin 11.0 in standard length or 3.93 (from figure about 4.6 -) in 
length to its origin. Pectoral length in head 6.50 (from figure about 6 -) base in 
head 7.8. Caudal length in head 3.25 (3 'nearly 3'). Maximum depth of head in head 
3.61 [from figure about 3.4 ---) in standard length 33.3, maximum depth of trunk in 
head 3.61 (from figure about 2.2 -) in standard length 33.3. Length of brood pouch 
region in tail 3.07 in standard length 5.18. 

Description 
Smooth, without cutaneous appendages. Trunk and tail subquadrangular, depth 

of trunk almost uniform that of tail decreasing evenly, at termination one-third that 
at origin, depth of trunk 1.3 of tail 1.2 its greatest width, former 3.8 in head. 

Body ridges are here denoted by a two-letter system thus: first letter either T = 

trunk or C = caudal, second lettcr one of these S = superior (superolateral) D = dorsal 
(here and normally medial) v = ventral (here and normally medial) L = lateral (if as 
here single then more or less medial) -- for a discussion of notation including a com
parison of this with other systems see Part XXIII (1977, P .125). 

1'S well developed, exhibiting a somewhat unusual feature in being disjunct with a 
brief hiatus at the end of each annulus the interval usually including a minute rounded 
boss, terminating belQloJ dorsal fin at 0.8 of second dorsal annulus slightly (left) 
decidedly (right) closer to dorsal profile than to CS, which is similarly disjunct in 
some anterior annuli and which leaves dorsal profile at hind border of third caudal 
annulus (at level of dorsal fin termination) swinging down to end at 0.2-0.4 of pen-
ultimate trunk annulus, being there equidistant from TL and TS. TL similar in struc-
ture to TS, ending at 0.9 of penul timatc trunk annulus, hence overlapped by CS for most 
of one annulus, tip a trifle closer to ventral than to dorsal profilc, not turned down. 
TL continuous with CL both showing very brief interruptions at annulus junctions. TV 
sub continuous and in general sim.ilar in structure to TS but with some ridge sections 
presenting noticcable terminal dilatation, stronger than other trunk ridges. Ventral 
surface of tail shows some measure of collapse being deepest mesially, no clear evidencc 
of the existence of CV. Each plate with a doubly lyrate pattern of striae suggestive 
of the conventional karyokinetic spindle. 

Head rather long stout. Snout stout its length subequal to that of rest of head. 
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The conspicuous thin elevated rostral ridge begins ;:tt upper lip and rises rapidly 
strongly convexly to attain its maximum height (2 mm or about two-fifths total height 
of snout) near the first one-fifth of its length, thereZlfter running back, as far as 
can be determined (margin damaged for about] llilll near middle of lc;ngth) virtually 
horizontally, to level of front of eye beyond which it curves down increasingly rapidly 
though overall rather s lowly to cnd 0.2 nun above 5up1'aorbi tal ridge jus t behi.nd 1 evel 
of second one-third of orbit. 'though tho upper border of the ridgc is briefly inter
rupted a tolerably reliable reconstruction would seem to make clear the absence from 
here of such notch in the profile as is a diagnostic feilture of e.g., subspecies 
of lJ. Hale, 1939. 'l1lOugh McCulloch express ly states I the upper margin of 
the ridge is entire' his figure would seem to indicate the presence of a minute notch 
separating the rapidly ascending anterior port ton froll1 the subhorizontal section fo1101,
ing it (this feature not necessarily recognizable in reproductions of the original 
illustration). Such a nick is present in our fish, its location being emphasized 
first by the existence of a dark slightly pro convex line running down and slightly back 
from it, i:lnd secondly by the fact that immediately behind it there is a compact series 
of striae, about a score in the intact region, running down and back towards base of 
ridge, the anterior stria, with its tip at the notch, at an angle of about 45 0 those 
behind it progressively more nearly upright the hindmost close to vertical, while in 
advance of the notch there are indications of a separate fan of striae the general 
sense of which is subvertical. There is thus some suggestion the rostral crest may 
represent the fusion of (at least) two plates. The whole external border is defined 
by a very slender ridge seen under a lens to be minutely denticulate. 

Other cephalic ridges include: (a) a median one on dorsum in line with the rostral 
crest but separated from it by about one-third of an eye diameter extending back, 
rather feebly posteriorly, over occiput and nape to above middle of pectoral base be
hind the origin of TS (b) OIle defining upper border of the tubular snout terminating 
at middle of anterior border of orbit (c) one defining lower border of snout contin
uing, slightly below eye, almost to level of back of orbit (d) one immediately above 
eye its middle half part of orbital rim (well elevated throughout) its length subequal 
to an eye diameter, the pair viewed from above convex outward, a little wider apart at 
their posterior than at their anterior ends (e) on ventral surface two median ridges 
originating near tip of lip, very shortly approximating then diverging to a small max
imum about at level of the nick in the rostral crest, thereafter running back sub
parallel for most of their length to diverge strongly below eye. 

Eye rather large equidistant from dorsal and ventral profiles. Nostrils close 
together encircled by a common low rim shortly in advance of upper half of eye, anter
ior obliquely below posterior, feebly tubular. Operculum wi th many fine radiating 
striae and anteriorly a well developed keel lapsing to extinction in last one-third of 
length. 

Dorsal with 25 simple rays on an elevated base covering five trunk and three tail 
rings. Pectoral with 13 simple rays, base strongly elevated obliquely down and back, 
proconvex. Caudal rounded apparently with 6 stout rays. Anal minute probably wi th 
3 rays. Though no functional brood pouch is developed its location is clearly 
indicated by two folds of moderate height, originating on first caudal annulus diverg
ing over less than the length of an annulus and continuing back parallel to end on 
fourteenth annulus, the interval between them a little greater than half total ventral 
width. It is not certain whether the pouch has regressed or is incipient; the color
ation (see below)· would suggest the former as more likely - some data on seasons of 
brood pouch development in various Tasmanian species are collected in Part XVIII (1970, 
P .123) and Part XXIII (1977, P .133) . The presence in this specimen of the folds of a 
brood pouch immediately behind the vent at length substantiates for this species and it 
may reasonably be assumed for this genus the general 'Brood pouch (males) presumably 
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sllbcLLudaJ I of the ll~dlclbuok" 

CulorclLioI1 
LateTa.L surface of trunk pale f{lWll) all uhscurely cLclimitcu patch of ~"hit~ish on 

edci} ;)lLflUlu5, anterLorly ncar rniuulc postc1'jor]y [ld.laCcIlt to '['1 and less extcns~vc) 
ground color COlltj.lluing on to t~il but there progrcs:; ive.Ly deepening c~udiJcl 1:0 Lei 
fawn. l1ors~1 surf,lces of trunk and -raj 1 much s i.m].La r to lateral, trunk witiwut 
whitish markings but mo"t anterior annuli of tai.l with an inconspicuous lightish SpOl. 

at middle of annulus junction. Whole lat(~ral surface of tnmk and of first hal f 
dozen ,lIlnuli of ta.ll with small circles spots or annuli, now inconspicuous but possib Iy 
mor8 evident in life, now dark brown but reported to have shown some bluish earlier, 
7··10 on anterior annuli there smallest, 1-2 on posterior, most annuli in last Lhree
quarters of trunk with one largish f3intly annulated spot regularly developed ncar 
middle shortly above 'fL. Ventral surface of trunk basically 1 ight fawn a little 
lighter than lateral surface, each anllulus with on either side an inconspicuous whitish 
spot of·ten surrounded by some diffuse Ivhi ti5h. Whole brood pouch region including 
strips of ventral surface externad of the ridges at once iJ8ntifiable by its dark Drewn 
in sharp contrast to the very much lighter trunk and the noticeably lighter portion of 
tai 1 behind it; section of transverse interannular ridges outs ide fol ds whi tish, be·· 
tween folds with a whitish spot or diffuse patch at their middle, folds blackish in 
front lightening somewhat behind. Head similar overall to trunk, upper anterior 
portion of rostral crest reddish brown, rest brownish except fine ridge constituting 
its distal border Ivhich is blackish, some touches of silvery on operculum partiClllarly 
below. Pectoral rays concolorous with or a trifle lighter than trwlk nearby. Dorsal 
rays pale straw, a small dark proximal smudge near front of fin. Caudal rays dusky 
gold throughout, membrane blackish. 

llead, length to vent, standard length. 
These lengths are satisfactorily specified both for the present specimen 

(t S41.237**) and for the holotype of H. bri-uusi-i- orae (t 39.270-k
) by the subjoined 

equations in which ii has successive values of 1 5 10. 
Log L 0.9757 log N + 1.2771; measured (predicted) lengths 19.5 (18.9) 72.5 (73.2) 

180 (179). 
Log L 0.9345 log N + 1.0469; 11 (11) 42 (41) 94 (96). 

Discussion 
/\.S 

teristic of 
species, some stated to be 
the description of either. 

the present 
bri-ggsi-7: 

diagnostic for H. 

exhibits some features noted as charac
contrast to those of the other slili

orae and some not in accord with 

11_ is first to be noted that the descriptions of McCulloch and Whitley arc jn each 
case based on a single individual and the relevant entries ill the llandbook (Munro lLJSS) , 
species 590 591, merely repe~t the original data without indicution of a possible range 
of quantitative (or qualitative) items, Further, compounding the problem thu~ present· 
cd, an absence of such characteriz.es the Handbook diagnoses of all other speu.es 
of the genus fHsLi-ogco-npi-te there recognized, namely 59 Ii. mer'w:uLuIJ Whitley, 1')41), 
S'J3 H. cr--ls-catus (Moc]eay, 1882), S94 ff. maeuZcdu:; maculaLuIJ Hale, 1'J:)l), 595 Ii. 
ma~ula~As pobensi-s Mlitley, 1948, 596 H, I~le. 1941, the first two from 
Wes tC'Tn /\JJS tra L i.a.'l th e remaini ng til rcc from South Aus tya Li a" We ;Jre thu~; 1 e Ct. ~'lfi :~.h

out allY information on the extent of indivi.dual variation vlith.in the genus, circum
stance tlwt precludes a definitive judgement of the systematic status of the pr8sent 
specjmen. 

Our fish may be briefly cOlllpared with the published accounts of }J. 
and 11. ox'au in respect of the more important features. Caudal annuli: at 39 
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ot thj s genlLi ( !!lore nWner0dS th~ln -i either and i.nJccd tLan 
note a 'tJariatiun, :~~) ~)(;, in ::~llhspcc.Les ~)9~~ 

u. di~posed differently frum J 

one Hiore -i.~han in 
::~Llbc~udal in sllb~ 

spccic:- 501.+ 5:)5)" Dorsal rays: one more 1l1:111 LJ) j_ll 

il. O. u,.::'o..u, Pectural Tays: one more th,lll ;_1) "jJ. th~n in C.'flUl! (in 
subspecies S04 5~}b 12 lL~)" Cauual r~)ys; () frurn f.igLlTe oC 0 LI{liYUDii 10, Form 
of trLUil--<.: st_rik-iJlgly different fl'om Jj,. l),> as figured, IncTc':lsing noticeably 
lf} depth cLludau to a Ill[JYLlllUm of about 2.2 LP Lc~)(j) wIlde in c.ur specimen cruHk is of 
virtuuliy unjfonn depth thTuUghout ivith U l1lax.irnwfl of hI l.l1 hc~.:d; no cLJta for 1/. b" 
OJ"OC McCullochvs :-;pcl:imen is female ((J~~) lil j {J;'H'ClltJy ul~o i:< Wllitlcy 1s), l'dising 
the possibil i ty that here (as in, e. g., Lepton!) U.u; K,LUp, 185:0) the marked difference 
in body dopth may be n sex cllaracteT (OUT specimen a of any 
possible sex dimorphism in the other species of l1i8 recognized in the Hand-
book, a 11 accounts of which are based Oil females, each entry i.ncluding the 1l0tat.LOIl 
'Brood pouch (males) [H8S111nably subcaudal'. Opercular keel: no keel in fl. b. 
in Ii. h~ OPOJ? ';1 short kt:'el anteriorly' as in our specimen. ColorLJtion: N. bu 

t lwith numerous dark edged, blue ocelli', l!. b. orc.w 'without blue spots, but 
wi th some smudged small dark bTown spots', our specimen wi tIl numerous spots, some 
annulatcd, probably originally blue or bluish, covering whole of tnmk but confined to 
anterior llortion of tail as figured for H. b. briggs·i.?:. Rostr,ll r.i.dge: in our fish in 
excellent agreement with illustration of II. b briggsi,: -- the form of this crest would 
appear to be the most important single qualitative character in species of this genus. 

In the absence of data on possible intraspecific variation in Histiogamphelus the 
status of the present specimen is not definitely determinable. However, after review 
of all the available evidence, with very considerable weight given to the known and 
probable nature of the color pattern, it is suggested it may be expediently determined 
as His1;-i.o:!amphclus Further, as this fish exhibits some features character·· 
i zing each of the two subspecies and in some other fDa turcs lieS betWeen 
then it is suggested these subspecies be abandoned, all pr'esently known material being 
ascribed to iN.sto[ogconpheZ.uG bx'o[ggso[/: McCulloch, 1914. 

Family KYPHOSIDAL 

'1he family Kyphosidae in the broad sense adopted by Creenwood e1; al. (1966) in 
their provisional classification of living teleosts includes nine Tasmanian respresent
atives commonly distributed in Austra Jian texts among three spearate) families, 
Kypilosidae sensu B tX"I:C'CO (3 local species) Scorpidae (sometimes rendered Scorpirliclae) 
(3) ond Cin,lhcl3e (3). The fish noti':ed belOW, GiY'ella t.rIeusvidata (Quay [; Gairnare!, 
1824) enters Gin;lL.clae, a key to the 'J'asmani;Jn J'epresentatives of which .is given in 
Part Xl (1963, p. 22). 

Cenus GlRE/[,LA Cray, 1835 
, 1835, LLLUSTR, iNDIAN ZOOL" 2(J9,20), p1.')8, fig.3, 
rJw?Ctatu Gray 

Type··species, 

synonymy) . 

Xanthic individual 

C;'i.Y'ellu (Quay f, Caimard, 1824) 
QUDY (j Gaimard, U~24 VOY. LJRAtiIE PHYSIC. ZOOL., p,:!96. 

lSha::ck Bay, Western Austr~~lia. 
I,a: Castelnau, 1872, j'roe. ;JooL aeelim . Soc. VIet" p,S'? 

McCul1och, 1929) lvJus" J S (~2) :> . 239 (rcfDrences and 

The generally dark overall color of this speciGs suggestee! to Tenuninck (', Schlegel 
(1850) the descriptive generic n3me Mc;unn.r(n(';n, (not recognizee! by Giintl18Y (1859) nor 
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noted Ln the generic synonymy in the Chock-List (~1cCul1och 1929), but adopted after 
some consideration by Castelnau (1872). lhe fish goes under variety of vernacular 
des ignations, most bearing reference to its norma lly sombre appearance. In all local 
lists Lt is called black bream (a nallle in usc also in New South Wales and Queensland); 
other names include nigger (New South Wales), blackfish (Queensland, New South Wales, 
South Australia), darkie (New South Wales), luderick (New South Wales, Victoria, South 
Austral ia; the official comlllercial nallle), h lack perch (Victoria). ~larshall (1964, 
p.175) gave the Taslllanian vernacular nallle as cocky salmon; however this appears to be 
applied in this state chiefly if not exclusively to tY'utta es[JCY' Whitley, 19S1, 
falllily Arripidae (also known as black-back or Australian colonial or cocky sall1lon). 

f\ xmthic example of this species, Ls 261 1t :526, caught off the wharf at Stanley, 
northwest coast, in January 1979 by Mr J. Eales (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/5) presented 
a sight at once curious and beautiful. Apart from the eye (pupil dark blue iris very 
pale orange with an obscure peripheral dusky annulus) the whole specimen was bright 
canary yellow. A striking feature was the unifonn and pervasive TI<::tture of the color-
ation, fin spines fin rays and fin lIlembranes being indistinguishable from the rest of 
the fish. The normal coloration is 'brownish above, lighter below with about 12 nar-
row, vertical dark bands on the back and sides, becoming indistinct on the lower parts' 
(Scott 1962, p.204). In some individuals the dorsal surface comes close to black and 
the ground color of the flank is at times greyish rather than brownish: the dark bars 
of which there may be as few as 4 or 5 - noticeably narrower than those of the rather 
silllilar Nelambaphes zebra (Richardson, 1846) - usually become lost after death. 
Marshall (1964, p.175) noted 'a pale canary-yellow tinge on cheek, lips and throat' and 
Castelnau (1872, p. 6 7) mentioned a yellowish tinge on 'the anterior part of the head, 
and even on the operculum': however such yellowishness is not always evident in 
Tasmanian examples. 

After having been in a forlllalin fixing tank for a couple of weeks the fish exhib
ited considerable fauing, being in large part pale yellow or whi tish, the loss of the 
original color least lIlarked on the upper part of the head and body, basally on the fins. 

Remarks 
In general xanthochroism is rare among fishes though it is well known alllong sOllle 

freshwater forms. Thus the tench, Tinea tinea (Linne, 1758), occasionally changes 
from its normal dull greyish color to a bright orange yellow, while the golden carp or 
common goldfish, Carassius auratus (Linne, 1758), a native of China and Japan that has 
now been introduced into all Australian States, changes, particularly under the influ
ence of domestication, from its original dull brown or greenish, becollling in its first 
year lIlelanistic later silvery and finally reddish gold (exceptional individuals exhib-
iting aibinislll). In a subject index' prepared as an appendix to a presidential address 
to the Linnean Society of New South Wales Whi tIey (1964, p. 22) listed under Xanthism 
three references relating to eels, Anon (1956), Kershaw (1904), both localities Victoria, 
Scott (1942a) Tasmania; citing also without comment Haysom (1960) and Whitley (1952). 
In the last-lIlentioned paper Whitley stated that the Australian Mus eUlll , Sydney has two 
xanthic fish both belonging to the present species, one 'canary-yellow almost allover, 
except for a few scattered blotches or spots of dark grey' the other' allllost entirely 
ccmary-yellow', both caught at Malabar near Sydney in 1951, the first in February the 
second in August. In a passage that appears to have been overlooked in this context 
Castelnau (1872, p.67) observed 'In the warm months, the color of this fish seems to 
become much lighter; and in Decelllber, I have seen many specilllens almost white'. 

In his 196~ account Whitley noted a third xanthic fish in the Australian MuseUlll 
collection, also a kyphosid, there cited as Seguti tum sydneyanum, but referred to in 
allllost all Australian texts as Kyphosis sydneyanus (Gunther, 1886), the genus Segutilwn 
Whitley, 1931, though maintained by its author in his l"test list (1964), not having 
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received general local recognition. It is certainly a matter of some general interest 
that members of the family Kyphosidao represent so high a proportion of the few avail
able records of xanthochroism in Australian fishes. 

Dimensions as TLs 

of first dorsal 3]4 670, second dorsal 690 854, anal 
length of pectoral 230 211, of ventral 280 180. 
Snout 80. Eye 64. Interorbital 65, internarial 

Length to origin termination 
617 900. Length to origin total 
Length to ventS 71 . Head 241 
57. Longest ray of dorsal 110 
dorsal 107 anal 100. Depth at 
of caudal peduncle 134. 

anal 137 pectoral 172 ventral 172. Longest spine of 
operculum 149 at vent 130, maximum depth 161, depth 

Aspects of form 
(a) Head> length to vent, standar·d length. On a log log grid these three 

lengths are significantly linear (t 34.823*) on 1 L 3. 
Log L = 1.2881 log N + 2.3790. Predicted lengths 239(241) 584(571) 1 000. 

(b) Disposition of fin origins and tel'Tninat'ions. In a 10glog plot length to 
origin of first dorsal origin of anal origin of second dorsal termination of second 
dorsal termination of anal and origin of caudal (Ls) are highly significant 
(t 58.002***) on 2 5 6 8 9 10. 

Log L = 0.7116 log N + 2.2856. Predicted lengths 316 607 691 848 922 991 
(measured lengths above). 

(cJ Anal spines. As with many species in divers groups the logarithmic lengths 
of spines 1 2 3 are collinear on logarithms 1 2 3. 

Log L = 0.6278 log tv + l.1199; t24.387*; measured (predicted) lengths, nun, 
13.1(13.2) 20.7(20.4) 26.0(26.2). 

(d) Ventral rays. In a pattern frequentlY encountered the logarithmic lengths 
of the four rays postaxial to the spine taken in order of ascending magnitude (starting 
from outermost) represent a linear function of their serial numbers. 

Log L = 0.2622 log N + 1. 4857; t 6.869 *; measured (predicted) lengths, nun, 31. 3 
(30.6) 35.0(36.7) 41.0(40.8) 44.9(44.0). 

Family SOLEIDAE 

Genus ZEBRIAS Jordan & Snyder, 1890 

Zebrias faseiatus (Macleay, 1882) 
Synaptura faseiata Macleay, 1882, Proe. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 7(1), p.14. Type locality: 

Port Jackson. 
Synaptura faseiata: Waite, 1899, Mem. Aust. Mus., 4(1), p.126, pl.3l: McCulloch, 1911, 

Mem. Qld Mus., 5, p.61, pl.8, fig.2: McCulloch, 1929, Mem. Aust. Mus., 5(2), p.285. 
Braehirus faseiatus:Norman, 1926, Biol. res. Endeavour, 5(5), p.295. 
Zebrias faseiatus:Munro, 1957, HANDBK AUST. FISH., 17, p.7l, fig.494. 

Tasmanian status of species 
No member of the family of dextral or true soles, Soleidae, is noted in any pub

lished local catalogue, nor is any credited to Tasmania in either the Check-List 
(McCulloch 1929) or the Handbook (Munro 1957b), the first record of the present species 
in our water being given in Part XXI (1975), based on two examples, one, Ls 131, col
lected between East Sandy Cape and Thirty Day Island, one, Ls 96, obtained off Prime 
Seal Island, Furneaux Group, Bass Strait. A third example, Ls 140 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 
1975/5/156), taken off St Helens, east coast, was reported without descriptive data in 
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Par~ X~II (1976), togctllcr \vitll H panr state of pre:;erv2t~on, 
probabLy referal)le to this spec~_es. h~!.d previously been known only 
from i\eW South Wales and QucellslaJl<l. ,'\n ad(l.itional, Ln"g(,r , Lro 158 Ed 174, 
drcugc(l by Mr Shane DOI'JU off Lc.i.dystone JlOi]lt 3 e:J-st I.J):_lsty (4G m) in 
,June 1979 (Q. V.~L Reg. No, 197()/5/67) is here noticed. 

Meristi c characters 
D. 85. 1\. 71. V. 11/4. P. 10/6. 'l1w';e counts aU hill "Jithin recognized ranges 

lWa 1899, HcCu.lloch 1916, Munro J9S7b), U)C la['gcr of the villuals clC:;Cl'j_IJ(-::d 

in Part XII had ~1n excepti.onally 10hl nwnber of ana 1 rays) Sd, 

Dimensions and proportions 
Heild (27 5 IIlm) S.7 in [,:3 or (j.:' in Lt. Depth at hont of eycs (25) 6. 

klCk of eyes (38) 4.2, :It operculum (SO) 3.2, maxjmum (53) occurring at about 
anteriOT one-thin! of longth of fish :;.0, chord of ,Ire base of caudal rQY:"; (11) 14,4, 
Q11 proportions in £8. 

Upper eye eyeball only (5.0) 5.5 including soft orbit (6,7) 4.2, lower eye eyehall 
only (4.1) 6.7 including soft orbit (6.0) 4.6, intoTorbital hetweeen eyeballs (4.6) 6.0 
between inner edges of orbits (1.9) 14.5 snout to level of fTont eyeball (6.5) 4.2, 
shortest distance (callipers) betweml upper eyeball and dorsal profile (3.9) 7.1, 
shortest distance between 10weT eyeball and ventTal profile (5.1) 5.4, length of 
maxilla (6.9) 4.0, length of 10weT jaw (13.9) 2.0, all pToportions in head. 

First dOTsal ruy (2.1) 13.1 ray at middle of fin (16.4) 1.7 last ray (14.8) 1.9, 
first anal n.y (6.6) 4.2 ray at middle of fin (13.5) 2.0 lase ray (11.0) 2.5, median 
caudal ray (21. 3) 1. 3, longest ventral ray of ocular side (6. S) 4.2 base of that fin 
(5.0) 5.5, longest ventral Tay of blind side (7.0) 3.9 base of that fin (7.3) 3.8, 
length of pectoral of oculaT side (4.0) 6.9 transverse extent of that fin (4.0) 6.9, 
length of pectoral of blind side (3.4) 8.1 tTQnSVerse extent of that fin (5.0) 5.5, all 
proportions in heael. 

While in this set of propoTtions, which is essentially that adopted by Norman 
(1934) in his memoir on the flatfishes, there are not unexpectedly some differences 
from the vulues noted in Part XXI for the two Tasmanian examples there consideTed, no 
notewoTthy variations are apparent. The present fish, the largest of the three, is 
closer to the larger of the earlier specimens in more than two-thiTds of the ratios. 

ColoTation 
This shows some diffeTences fTom that of the two examples reported upon eaTl ieI'. 

Ocular side viTtually uniform slate (ef. bTownish), light bTown where scales aTe missing; 
about two dozen dark CTOSS baTS of which four aTe on head, subveTtical or slightly pro
convex, mostly somel,hat naTToweT than their interspaces. Blind side mainly cream, 
differing maTkec11y from the uniform whitish of the earIieT examples in having a con
spicuous well-delimited band of pinkish about 5 mm In width situated immediately int8r
nad of the dorsal and anal bases and extending continuously l' Tom just behind head to 
caudal base. Light bOTdeTs to dOTsal anel anal narTOW, much as shown by Waite (1899, 
pl.31) less extensive than as shown by McCulloch (1916, pl.S, fig.2), whose illustration 
was selected fOT repToduction in the Handbook (MunTo 1957b). Right ventTal lIeTY faintly 
dusky, fiTS t ray almost wholly white, left white. Right pectoral off-I,h i te touched 
with pale slate, left wholly whito. 

Remarks 
Bases of the small pectoTals Telatively veTY wide, the cOJ1nexion with the 

bTanchiostegal membrane somewhat less funnel-like on the ocular side, here appToximat
ing the condition that leel Weber & de Beaufort (1929, p.167) to Teject Zebrias Jordan 
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of he3d . 

j'anllly lJUACIIlAE 

Follmvlng the establishment by Castelnau (1875) of the genus Ileoorla:;; th,~, gnlLljl (If 
slwllow-water mostly small and commercially unimportmlt fishes vernacularly known as 
rock whl tings or reedy wh j tings has genera lly been treated 1 oca lly as the family 
Neoodac idae (variant, Neoodacl iclae) . Howcvc r, til 8 ea rl i er GeI:l c j d:JC was I'e LI i !led I. II til. l' 
Check-List (McCulloch 1929) and this is th8 designation recommended by Creenwood ei: ,~rL .. 
(1966) in their provisional tc;;Jeost classification (as recognized by them itinclud,;s 
Siphonognathidae, usually treated in Australian texts as distinct.) 

Four species are credited to Tasmania among the Odaci dae in the Check-List 
(a) OliB cyanomclas Richardson, 1850 (appears in tl,O second local cat a 
of ,Johnston (1891) as the synonymic brownii ,Johnston, 1884 ~---

Gunther, 1862 a synonym of Olisthops Richardson, 1840 - and tho synonymic Ociax 
Y'ichar'cisonii Gunther, 1862, second binomen rendered R-Z:chay'dsom: by Johnston) (b) Ncoorlax 
senrij"asciatus (Valenciennes, 1839) (now usually referred to HaleUa Whitley, 1947) 
(c) N. balteatuB (Valenciennes, 1839) (the synonymic Ociax algensiB Ihchardson, 1840 has 
Port Arthur, Tasmania as type locality) (d) N. aUenuatuB (Ggilby, l8~7) - together 
with one species (e) Orlax berlrlomei Johnston, 1885, relegated in the Check-List to 
Siphonognathidae (genus SiphonognathuB Richardson, 1858). In Part XII (1964) (f) N. 
yurl-iatus Quoy C; Gaimard, 1835) (type species of Shcar'd1:chl;hys Whitley, 1947) was aclded 
to the Tasmanian list, a key covering (a) (b) (c) (d) (f) being provided, and in Part 
XIV (1966) (g) IV" j"renatus was reported from our waters (though accepted as a valid 
species in the Check-List, N. j"r'enatuB is stated by J.K. Scott (1976) to be merely the 
female of N. Y'a(i1:atus). In Part XVI (1969) it was shown that the transference in the 
Check-List of (e) to Siphonognathidae - an action suggested by the publication by 
\,;11itley (1929a) of a sketch included among the R.M. Johnston memoranda that appears to 
show that the ventrals, of which no express mention occurs in the description (1885) 
were lacking (8 siphonognathid featuI"8) - was in error, the ventrals being present, 
though readily overlooked when adpressed, in a fish dredged between Flinders and Cape 
Barren Islands, Bass Strait that was in all other respects in satisfactory agreement 
with Johnston's account of his Odax berldomm: from the River Derwent. A specimen of 
(d) iV. attenuatuB (Ogilby, 1807), a species that had been wholly lost sight of since 
its description, was described and figured in Part XIX (1974a), which also provided a 
key covering all seven local species. 

Cenus iVEOODAX Castelnau, 1875 
Neoorlax Castelnau, 1875, VICr. OFFIC. REC. PI~jILi\D. EXHIB., p.37. Type-species, Ncoociax 

wcctGY'housii Castelnau, 1875 = Odax baltea-tuB Valenciennes, 1839. 
Haletta Whitley, 1847, !lust. Zool., 11(2), p.146. Type-species, Orlax serm:j"asciatu8 

Valenciennes, 1839. 
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Whitley, 1947, Ilust. ZooL, 11(2), p.146. 
radiatus Quoy I; Caimard, 1835. 

Type-species, i1alaccmthus 

Ncooaax aUenuutzAs (Ogi1by, 1897) 
Od= attenuatus Ogilby, 1897, Z)y'oc. Lcinn. Soc. N . . fl. , 22(1), p.83. Type locality: 

Tasmania. 
Ncoodax attenuatw;: Scott (E.O.C.) 1974, Pap. Proc. R. Soe. i'aS/n., 107, p.280, fig.2: 

Scott (J.K.), 1976, Ree. W. Aust. Mus., 4(4), p.357. 

History of species 
Described aftel' the publication of Johnston's second catalogue (1891), this 

species did not find its way into any subsequent local list, app:uently being simply 
overlooked by Lord (1923 1927) and by Lord & Scott (1924). Ogilby (1897a, p.84) 
stated of his single specimen, Ls 95, 'Type in the Tasmanian Museum, Hobart' and this 
statement appears in the Check-List. HOI,ever, as noted above, Lord, at the time of 
compilation of his two lists Director of the Museum, faded to take cognizance of this 
species; moreover it is not included in the Jist by Andrews (1971) of the fish type 
material in that institution: the holotype may be presumed lost. 

Neoodax attenuatus has been keyed in Parts XII XIX (1964 19 also by J. K. Scott 
(1976). It may be identified at sight by its agreeing with 1'1. and differing 
from all other species in having depth more than 9 (about 9.5-11.0) in Ls instead of 
less than 8 (about 4.5-7.0) and in possessing a black marking on the caudal fin; but 
differing trenchantly from N. beddomei in its much shorter snout, subequal to eye and 
3-4 in head as against 3-4 times eye and 2 or less in head, and in having the anal fin 
ending before dorsal by an interval subequal to its base instead of ending about below 
the penultimate dorsal ray. 

In Part XIX (1974a, p.280, fig.2) an odacid, Ls 75, dredged in 30 m at Primrose 
Bay, east coast, on 13 October 1970 by Mr D.C. Wolfe, who recognized its unusual 
character, was described and figured as an example of Ogilby' s long-missing Od= 
attenuatus. Two specimens, Ls 47 69, from Ceographe Bay, Western Australia, were 
reported by J.K. Scott (1976, p.357) in a review of the Odacidae of that State; his 
paper includes a description of a new genus Parodax in which supplementary canines are 
associated with the normal fused teeth of the upper and lower jaws. 

Material 
Three specimens, (a) Ls 94.0 Lt 117.2, dredged in 25 fathoms (46 m) off Eddystone 

Point, east coast, 22 June 1979 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/74) (b) Ls 94.0 Lt 117.2 (c) Ls 
100.0 Lt 128.5, both dredged in 15 fathoms (27 m) 9 miles (14 km) northnorthwest of 
Finalong Bay, east coast, 30 July 1979 (common Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/108), all col
lected by Mr Shane Down. 

Meristic characters 
D. XX,15; XX,13; XX,15. A. III, 8; III, 8; Ill,10. P. 13/13; 13/13; 14/14 

V. 1, 4. C. main rays 14 14 14 (10 10 10 divided). Lateral line scales to level of 
hypural 43 46 44 plus 1-6 (number may differ on two sides of fish) extending on to 
caudal. L. ty. 4/6. By. VI. One of the two Western Australian examples reported 
by J.K. Scott (1976) has only XIX dorsal spines. In both dorsal and anal spines are 
not noticeably more rigid than rays and as the septa in the latter may not always be 
readily observable and branching may be minimal and then with the short limbs closely 
apposed, distinction between spines and rays may present some difficulty; however, the 
latter are regularly somewhat stouter. 

In the course of a comparison of the type of N. attenuatus and Johnston's account 
of his N. beddomei Ogilby observed (footnote, p.85), 'My. Johnston has recorded three 
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spinous rays as being present in the anal fin in his example, but a most careful exam
ination under the microscope, both by Mr. Whitlegge and myself, has been unsuccessful 
in bringing to light more than a single spine in Mr. Morton's fish.' In the account 
of the Prolllise Bay example it was noted (1974a, p.283) there were two anal spines very 
closely approximated basally, the length of the first being about half that of the 
second. lhe same situation obtains in the present material but examination of these 
specimens would seem to indicate that the third element, earlier interpreted as a ray. 
is in fact a spine. From time to time in this series it has been noted that for a 
wide rang e of species in which three anal spines arc present their logarithmic lengths 
are collinear on logs 1 2 3. Using mean spine lengths for the present specimen it is 
found such is the case here to a probability of better than P. 0.05 - an interesting 
instance of a systematic application of this formal relation. Three anal spines have 
been reported for Western Australian material. 

Dimensions 
Dimensions arc given as millesimals of standard length with the present specimens 

cited in ascending order of L8 (94 100 110) followed in parentheses by the value for 
the Promise Bay specimen (L8 75). 

Total length I 247, 1 285, 1 264 (1 229). Length to origin of first dorsal 233 
243 241 (241) to termination (base of last spine) 553 606 591 (595). Length to origin 
of second dorsal (base of first ray) 565 627 607 (613) to termination (base of last 
ray) 777 840 814 (847). Length to origin of anal 638 676 649 (660) to termination 
(base of last ray) 739 794 745 (760). Pectoral, length to origin 201 216 219 (267) 
length of longest (8th) ray 132 132 120 (139) length of whole fin 154 149 137 (164). 
Ventral, length to origin 269 260 272 (267) length of longest ray 127 135 110 (92) 
length of I,hole fin 94 89 107 (l05). Length to vent 622 656 627 (647). Length of 
first dorsal spine 48 41 63 (57) of second spine 65 65 73 (72) of last spine 65 70 72 
73 (72) of last spine 65 70 72 (65). Length of first dorsal ray 65 70 72 (65) of 
seventh ray 76 80 103 (78) of last ray 64 61 64 (73). Length of first anal spine 29 
21 28 (27) of second spine 49 45 54 (53) of third spine 77 77 71 (-). Length of 
first anal ray 88 80 80 (72) of third ray (about longest) 83 90 91 (80) of last ray 51 
50 55 (40). Head with soft opercular lobe 223 223 227 (231) without lobe 204 202 209 
(213). Snout 77 70 71 (67). Eye 56 51 49 (61). Orbit 71 60 56 (67). Interorbital, 
soft 36 47 50 (51) bony 32 43 46 (-). Depth at front of eye 52 70 55 (64) at back of 
eye 64 80 65 (80) at operculum 74 87 80 (83) at vent 85 91 87 (81), maximum depth 95 
110 102 (93), depth of caudal peduncle 51 50 59 (53). Width at front of eye 49 51 55 
(65) at back of eye 59 68 66 (65) at operculum 69 70 73 (80) at vent 43 49 55 (45), 
maximum width 75 80 82 (80), width of caudal peduncle at caudal base 11 13 16 (13). 

Proportions 
The overall range for the present specimens together with the Promise Bay indiv

idual is fOllowed, where the variates are available, by the range (2 specimens) 
reported (J.K. Scott 1976) for Western Australian material. 

Head 4.34-4.52 3.9-4.3 trunk 2.30-2.51 tail (without caudal) 2.65-2.92 greatest 
depth 9.09-13.2 9.9-10.8 dorsal base 1.65-1.84 1.7-1.8 all in standard length. Length 
of pectoral 1.41-1.66 2.0-2.7 length of ventral 2.12-2.48 2.8-3.5 base of anal 2.21-2.36 
1.7-24 snout 2.92-3.46 eye 3.76-4.63 orbit 3.13-4.03 all in head. Eye in snout 1.09-
1.44 0.8-1.1 Interorbital soft 0.98-1.56 bony 1.06-1. 77 in eye. Interorbital soft 
1.32-3.11 bony l.53-2.40 in snout - without specification of interorbital 1.0-1.l. 
The lesser value for pectoral and ventral lengths relative to head length reported 
from Western Australia may be attributable to differences in measurement procedures, 
our convention for the paired fins (origin taken as anterior border of fin root) being 
such as to yield a maximum length. When the Western Australian figures are compared 
with our values for length of longest ray the ranges overlap, ours being 1.66-2.03 for 
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pectoral 2.50-2.99 ventral. 

Coloration 
J.K. Scott (1976) has the following note on coloration, 'The basic color of 

fresh specimens is red-brown \,i th a prominent bluck spot on the caudal fin'. Both 
the individual described in Part XIX (1974a) and specimen (a) of the present series 
had suffered considerable decolorization as a result of preservation. However, while 
(b) and (c), examined after two days in alcohol, had already tinged the fluid pale 
orange, they retained sufficient of the original coloration to provide some useful in
formation. A summary of notes then made follows. 

Overall rather sharply bicolor, on dorsum and on side above the midlatcral line 
trunk md tail warm brownish tinged with pinkish, below pale orange. In upper region 
scales abundantly peppered with dark brown, the punctulation more intense near the hind 
border thus providing each scale with a distinct rounded dark spot occupying rather 
less than half the exposed area; scales in lower region macroscopically immaculate 
though bearing in some parts, particularly immediately beneath the lateral line, some 
disperse minute brown chromatophores. Ventral surface of trunk and tail pale orange 
except for a conspicuous bright pink patch on either side behind the branchiostegal 
membrane, extending back just beyond level of pectoral base and continuing upward part
ly to embrace it, between these patches burnished silver. Head in general like trunk 
similarly bicolor, some pinkish lights on side of snout, silvery on parts of operculum 
and preoperculum; iris silvery pink with internal and external dusky bounding annuli, 
pupil silvery. 

Dorsal pink, in (b) with five subvertical black streaks on first five membrane 
panels and some smoky spots or smudges on rest of membrane in anterior two-thirds of 
fin. Anal and pectoral both pale pink immaculate. Ventral whitish or pinkish, a 
blackish area near tip not involving outer ray and of diminished intensity on adjoin
ing ray. Caudal minutely and in general rather sparsely punctulated with dark brown
ish or blackish but overall mostly off-white, a conspicuous mark intensely black with 
indications of a pink annulus in upper half just behind middle of length, in (a) in the 
form of a longitudinal elliptical spot with major diameter 3.5 mm, in (b) of similar 
size but consisting of two longitudinal streaks separated by an uncolored ray, in both 
specimens an irregular dark patch shortly behind base near upper margin, some faint 
duskiness at middle of base. 

Markings on the caudal in (a) are overall quite similar to those in the illustra
tion of the Promise Bay fish in Part XIX (1974a, fig.2) though the dark median basal 
spot there shown is only faintly indicated here. This figure, the only representation 
of the species at present availaDle, provides no indication of the strong pigmentation 
found in the upper half of the trunk and tail in both the present examples or of the 
dark markings on the dorsal fin evident in (a). 

General features 
The general features have been tolerably well dealt with in the detailed account 

of the Promise Bay specimen in Part XIX. However, two additional points call for 
notice. 

Beyond the fact that they are there noted as being cycloid no information on the 
scales is recorded. A typical scale exhibits an unusual and highly characteristic 
form, being subelliptical and notably elongate, modally with the major (longitudinal) 
axis about 5 mm the minor axis about 1.5 mm, exposed margin acutely pointed, briefly 
free of striae; anterior (embedded) border rather more rounded with about a dozen 
scallopings from which strong primary striae run backward to converge almost to a point 
at a small ovate focus at about the middle of the length of the scale, the chord of the 
arc formed by their free extremities one-fourth or less the length of the longest 
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(median) stria; closely set between these ridges the usual minute wavy tertiary striae; 
rest of scale, apart from free tip, with two series, each from about a dozen to about 
a score, of somewhat sinuous longitudinal secondary striae. 

A feature exhibited by the present species and widespread if not universal in the 
genus Neood= that has not been the subject of general notice is the presence between 
the eye and the inferior profile (frequently extending forward in advance of the level 
of the front of the orbit) of a longitudinally elongate smooth platform suggestive of 
a facet on a cut gem. This is seldom evident in illustrations such as those in the 
State catalogues of McCulloch (1922) and of Scott et al. (l97~) for New South Wales 
and South Australia respectively or in the figures in the review of Western Australian 
Odacidae by J.K. Scott (1976). It may be clearly seen (with some undue clarity 
incidental to the nature of a line drawing) in Part XIX (1974a, fig.2). 

Aspects of form 
(a) Head> length to vent> standard leng·th. When these three dimensions are 

plotted on a loglog grid at abscissal values of 1 5 10 they fall effectivelY collinear. 
As is usual in comparable computations for other species the full length of the head 
is taken including the opercular lobe. Of the subioined equations the first is that 
for the earlier Promise Bay specimen. 

Log L = 0.6370 log N + 2.3641; t 231.086**; measured (predicted) lengths as mil-
lesimals of standard length 231(231) 647(645) 1 000(1 003). 

Log L 0.6492 log N + 2.3464; t 54.901*; 233(222) 622(631) 1 000(990). 
Log L 0.6550 log N + 2.3508; t 47.428*; 223(224) 656(644) 1 000(1 013). 
Log L 0.6429 log N + 2.3553; t 143.961**; 227(227) 639(638) 1 000(996). 

It is of interest to note that in the other very elongate form, N. beddomei, the 
greater relative length of head (340 TLs units as against 223-237 mean 228.5 for four 
examples of N. attenuatus) is compensated by a decrease in relative length of trunk 
(343, cf. 399-413.8) of such a magnitUde that the logarithmic dimensions length of head 
length to vent standard length yield a good approximation to linearity (t 17.261*) when 
they are plotted on the same abscissal points (logs 1 5 10) as those specified above 
for the present species; though a marginally better fit (t 19.732*) is found with 
abscissal logs 1 4 10. The range of N. beddomei, till recently known only from the 
(lost) holotype and the second Tasmanian specimen described and figured in Part XVI 
(1969), has now been considerably extended by the report (J.K. Scott 1976) of four 
examples, Ls 59-98, from Carnac Island and Canal Rocks, Western Australia. 

(b) Location of unpaired fins. 
tions along the general anteroposterior 
plot they are significantly linear on 2 
Bay specimen, all dimensions as TLs. 

The locations of the fin origins and termina
axis of the fish are such that iri a loglog 
6 7 8 10. First equation that for Promise 

Log L = 0.8959 log N + 2.1163; t 53.017 ; measured (predicted) lengths 241(243) 
660(650) 760(747) 847(842) 1 000(1 028). 

Log L = 0.8976 log N + 2.0992; t 36.039; 233(234) 638(628) 739(721) 777(812) 
000 (993) . 

Log L = 0.8941 log N + 2.1235; t 27.492; 243(247) 676(660) 794(757) 840(853) 
1 000 (1 041). 

Log L = 0.8852 log N + 2.1178; t 76.202; 241(247) 649(641) 745(734) 814(826) 
1000 (1 007). 
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Family URANOSCOPIDAE 

Four uranoscopids are known from Tasmania: (a) Kathetostoma laeve (Bloch & 
Schneider, 1801) (bl Xathetostoma gigantewn Ibast, 1873 (c) Cenyagnus monopterygius 
(Bloch & Schneider, 1801) (d) Gnathagnus innotabilis Waite, 1904. Of these (al 
appears in all published local lists and was included in the earlier still-unpublished 
list of Allport, and is not uncommon in our waters, (b) was first reported from this 
State in Part XX (1974h), (c) is not included in the local catalogues of Johnston 
(1883, 1891) Lord (1923, 1927) Lord Q Scott (1924), but is credited to Tasmania in the 
Australian Check-List (McCulloch 1929) (no recent occurrences are reported), (d) 
appears first to have been noted by Mr A.P. Andrews, Curator of Vertebrates, Tasmanian 
Museum, Hobart, who mentioned to the writer in a letter dated 6 May 1972 he had 
recently examined an example - Mr P.R. Last, Tasmanian Fisheries Development Authority, 
informs me this species is noticed in a paper by him the publication of which is 
expected to precede that of the present communication. 

Two specimens of Kathetostoma giganteum recently added to the collections of the 
Queen Victoria Museum, Launceston are here noticed and observations are made on three 
exampl es of Gnathagnus innotabi lis -from Tasmania and four from New South Wales, includ
ing a syntype, courteously made available for examination by the Australian Museum 
Sydney. 

KEY TO URANOSCOPIDAE RECORDED FROM TASMANIA 

1. Scales present. No spine in front of ventral fin ...... 2 
Scales absent. A strong forwardly directed spine 

(often concealed in flesh) in front of each 
ventral fin ......................................... 3 

2. Lower jaw normal. A barbel on chin ................... Genyagnus monopterygius 
Lower jaw with a pair of large processes meeting in 

front of chin. No barbel on chin .................. Gnathagnus innotabilis 
3. D. 13-16. A. 13-15. P. 15-20. With broad dark cross 

bars, dark blotch on the preoperculum, side not or 
faintly and unextensively marbled, no white streak 
along lateral line .................................. Kathetostoma laeve 

D. 16-18. A. 16-18. P. 20-21. Without broad 
dark cross bars, without dark blotch on the 
preoperculum, side strongly and extensively 
marbled usually with inclusion of some white spots 
or blotches, a white streak along lateral line ..... Kathetostoma giganteum 

The third Australian species of Kathetostoma, the deep-water K. nigrofasciatwn 
Wai te & McCulloch, 1915, known from Western Australia and South Australia, might per
haps be met with in our waters with an increase in trawling. It can be distinguished 
from the two species keyed above by its having the interoposterior border of the orbit 
rounded instead of pointed and the minimum width of the naked interorbital region 
about one-third instead of half or more the total interorbital width. 

Genus KAl'HE'TOSTOMA Giinther, 1860 
Kathetostoma Gunther, 1860, CAT. FISH. BRIT. MUS., 2, p.231. 

lJranoseopus laevis Bloch & Schneider, 180 l. 

Kathetostoma Haast, 1873 

Type-species, 

Kathetostoma giganteum Haast, 1873, Trans. N.Z. Insc., 5, p.274, pl.16, fig.2. 
TYpe locality: Heathcote estuary, near Sumner, New Zealand. 

Kathetostoma giganteum: Waite, 1911, Ree. Canterb. Mus., 1(3), p.241: Waite & McCulloch 
1915, Trans. R. Soc. S. Aust., 39, p.471: Phillipps, 1921, N.Z. J. Sci. Tech., 
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4(77), p.123, and 1927, N.Z. Mar. Dert Pisher'. Bull., 1, p.43 (N.Z. references): 
Mees, 1960, J.R. Soc. W. Aust., 49(3) pp.47 56: Whitley, 1968, Aust. Zool., p.69: 
Scott, 1974, Pap. Proe. R. Soe. Tasm., 108, p.187. 

Kathetos toma laeve: Hutton, 1872, CAT. FISH. N. Z., p. 23. Non laevi.s 
Bloch & Schneider. 

Distribution 
The range of this species llias extended from NClIi ZeaLmd to Tasmania by the 

record in Part XX (1974b, p.187) of a specimen, Ls 316 Lt 390, netted at Coles Bay, 
east coast, in November 1972 by Mr 1(. Standage (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1972/5/617). It was 
noted that the specimen, which differed strikingly in general appearance from all 9 
examples of Kathetos toma laeve (Bloch & Schneider, 18(1) on which observations were 
presented earlier in the same paper, was determined on criteria set out by Waite & 
McCulloch (1915), rather than on those of lIaast' s original account - some difficulties 
in that account are considered below. 

Material 
Two specimens (a) Ls 195 Lt 240, trawled off the east coast, 147 0 32' - 148 0 25' 

E, 41 0 31' - 430 10' S, in 78-107 m by the Tasmanian Government fisheries vessel 
Challenger in August 1979 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/164) (b) Ls 225 Lt 310, taken by Mr 
Shane Down in 22 fathoms (40 m) north of Eddystone Point, east coast, 18 July 1979 
(Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/90). 

Meristic characters 
D. 16,16. A. 17,16. P. 20,21. C., main rays 11,11. V. 1,5. Of these 

counts A. 16 and P. 16 are each one fewer than the smallest number given in what is 
effectively the definitive account of this species, that of Waite (1911). 

Dimensions as TLs 
A series of 31 measurements made on the specimen of this species reported in 

Part XX (1974b, p.186) and there recorded along with ranges, means with standard error 
and coefficient of variation for a sample of 9 examples of Kathetostoma laeve have been 
repeated for the two present fish and are noted below (values of earlier example in 
parentheses) . 

Length to orlgln termination of dorsal 569 553 (611) 892 851 (927), of anal 545 
528 (581) 910 939 (927). Length to origin of pectoral 297 240 (193), length of fin 
374 353 (386). Length to origin of ventral, at anterior of girdle 92 69 (57) [this 
measurement is here taken from anteroexternal angle of pre-fin rhomboidal region], at 
insertion of spine 128 118 (95), length of fin, from anterior border of girdle 256 271 
(282), from insertion of spine 236 212 (186). Length of caudal 231 230 (234). Length 
to vent (middle) 492 536 (541). 

Head, to hind border of operculum 297 310 (294), to midpoint on hind border of 
armature 241 235 (259). Length to base of humeral spine 385 337 (389). Eye, with 
fleshy rim 51 48 (41), without rim 47 31 (38). Bony orbit, between midpoints of anter
ior and posterior borders 5349 (46), between midpoints of lateral borders 55 38 (48). 
Interocular 87 89 (85). Snout, from [mesial] tip of upper jaw 24 26 (25), from most 
advanced point (chin) 85 78 (79), latter in advance of former by 61 52 (54). Depth, 
maximum 221 200 (228), at vent 210 196 (209), at caudal peduncle 87 86 (87). Width, 
maximum 297 333 (364), at front of eyes 205 212 (209), at back of eyes 210 255 (275), 
at vent 236 220 (225). 

Some other relevant proportions may be noted. Dorsal base 3.10 3.14 (3.16) anal 
base 2.73 2.43 (2.89) in standard length. Dorsal base 1.13 1.29 (1.09) in anal base. 
Length of pectoral 1.26 1.14 (1.31) head. Length of ventral 1.39 1.46 (1.58) in head. 
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Length to vent 2.03 1.96 (1.84) in head. 
width. 

~Iaximwn depth 1. 35 l. 67 (1. 60) in maximwn 

Specimen (a). Trunk and tail: dorsal surface, its margins virtually defined by 
the lateral line, with some brief greyish marbling immediately behinu head, then 
wholly black back to level of uorsal origin, beside first one-fourth of uorsal base 
marbled greyish and brownish, along rest of very narrow strip between lateral line and 
fin blachsh, finally behind fin, where lateral line dips down on caudal peduncle, 
heavily lTIarbled with very pale greyish; lateral line overall a whitish streak, con
stituted by small largely confluent or contiguous subeillptical or sub circular whitish 
patches; upper half of lateral surface wholly mottlcu with mid brown anu pale grey or 
white, the brown more extensive in one obscure bar back to level of dorsal origin and 
one bela\; most of hinder two-thirds of the fin base (these dark areas apparently rudi
ments or vestiges of the distinct uark cross bars found in K. laeve and in an even more 
pronounced form in K. niUY'oj"a8c1:atwn); rest of lateral surface and whole of ventral 
surface pearly white. Head: general color of dorsal surface light greenish brOl.m, 
naked interorbital basin somewhat more dusky, supraorbital ridges and in lesser degree 
rest of bony orbit very pale yellowish; that part of lateral surface covered with 
amount concolorous wi th dorsal surface, thence greyish mottled with dark brown down to 
midlateral line, below this more or less whitish with a few obscure greenish brown 
smudges, no dark patch on preoperculum this region concolorous with rest of head, ven
tral surface white, lips pale somewhat yellowish green obscurely marbled with greenish 
brown, inside of mouth white. 

Fins: dorsal mostly dark grey, whole of first ray, outer parts of other rays with 
a brownish streak, occupying half second ray decreasing in extent in remaining rays, 
absent in last, tips of rays white or off-white; anal whitish, minutely punctulated 
with brownish or brownish green, this pigmentation wholly absent from ray tips, a very 
narrow brownish streak just below the small scallops of the membrane; pectoral base 
and first one-fourth of fin white, rest dark brownish save for white tips to all rays; 
ventral almost wholly white or whitish, two (right fin) or three (left) faint darkish 
smudges between rays distally; caudal much like pectoral, tipped with white. 

Specimen (b). In general pattern the larger individual closely resembles the 
smaller. Chief differences: dorsum in advance of dorsal origin not so dark and lack
ing the brief anterior mottling; marbling on flank not quite so well defined, extending 
further down, on tail right down to ventral profile; ventral surface isabelline; anal 
more dusky, especially proximally; pectoral base briefly greyish the light color not 
extending noticeably on to rays; ventral wItn much mure extensive dark smudging, over
all dark grey except for off white tips of rays. 

Aspects of form 
(a) Head, lenuth to vent, standard length. In both the present specimens and 

the Coles Bay individual the logarithms of length of head length to vent standard 
length are significantly collinear on the logarithms of 1 2 5 (dimensions below as TL8). 

Log L = 0.7544 log IV + 2.4704; t 57.583*; measured (predicted) lengths 297(295) 
492 (498) 1 000 (997) . 

Log L = 0.7252 log IV + 2.4984; t 23.578*; 310(315) 536(521) 1 000(1 012). 
Log L = 0.7315 log IV + 2.4960; t 17.386*; 293(313) 540(520) 1 000(1 017). 
It is of interest to note that when the mean lengths for the 9 individuals of 

Katheto8toma laeve recordeu in Part XX (1974b) are similarly treated the graph is linear 
on 1 2 6. 

Log L = 0.6367 log IV + 2.5058; t 77.486**; 320(320) 502(498) I 000(1 008). 

(bl Head in plan. With measurements made at 10 equal intervals (N, counting 
caudad) and expressed as percentages of length to level of lower lobe of operculum (W) 
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the equations for the head in plan of the present specimens arc as set out below, 
together with the corresponding equation for 8n example of Xathotostoma Lacve, Ls 375, 
from Sandy Beach, Tamar River (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1972/5/660). 

W = 45.18 + 15.878 N - 0.929545 N2; R 0.9916; measured (predicted) widths 59(59) 
75(73) 84(84) 93(94) 100(101) 107(107) 113(113) 113(113) 111(110). 

W = 35.52 + 20.165 N - 1.20076 N2; R 0.9981; 53(52) 68(68) 79(83) 94(94) 105(103) 
113(110) 114(115) 115(117) 118(117) 114(114). 

W = 50.78 + 18.262 N - 0.81932 N2; R 0.9964; 72(68) 81(84) 96(98) 110(111) 
121(111) 121(122) 135(139) 144(144) 148(147) 151(151). 

eLiv 
Hence for the present examples of K.gigantcUlTI (J]T = 15.878 - 1.8591 Nand 20.165 
2.4015 N; equating to zero gives maxima for W at 8.54 Nand 8.40 N, the greatest width 
thus being found at 85.4 96 and 84.0?, of the relevant anteroposterior lengths (57 80 mm), 
i.e., at 47.7 and 67.2 nun from snout tip. At -1.86 and - 2.40 the tangents are 
indicative of a decidedly obtuse head, though less obtuse than that of the specimen of 
K. laeve examined ( a larger individual Ls 375, cf. 195 225) with a tangent of - 1.64. 
For this material the maximum width in K. gigantewn is 1.13 1.18 length from tip of 
snout to level of lower angle of opercular lobe, in X. Laeve 1.51. It should be 
observed, however, there is some evidence to suggest the possibility that the outline 
of the head may vary to some extent with overall size of fish (cf. table 5); further 
investi~,tion involving larger samples with wider length ranges is needed before 
satisfactory interspecific comparisons can be instituted. 

(c) Girth. The girth as represented by 10 measurements made at equal intervals 
from just behind level of insertion of humeral spine to caudal origin is satisfactorily 
fitted (R 0.9968 0.9990) by the following equations, dimensions being given as percent
ages of the anteroposterior lengths involved (130 150 mm). 

G = 130.24 - 11.335 N + 0.16212 N2; measured (predicted) girths 123(119) 105(108) 
96(98) 85(87) 78(78) 69(68) 62(59) 52~50) 42(41) 31(33). 

G = 138.94 - 8.280 N + 0.15745 N ; 131(131) 121(122) 110(113) 103(103) 95(94) 
85(84) 73(73) 61(63) 50(52) 41(40). 

Discussion 
In general form K. gigamteulil differs little from K. Laeve and K. nigrofasciatwn. 

Unfortunately the history of Haast's species has not been free from uncertainty and 
indeed error. His original account, which included only one proportional dimension 
('length of the head is four times in the total'), instituted no comparison with any 
other species of the genus (neither of the Australian species K. laeve nor the sub
sequently described K. nigrofasciatum occurs in New Zealand (Whitley 1968), but K. 
fLuviatilis Hutton, 1872, with type locality Manawatu River, New Zealand, predated 
X. gigantewn by a year). The reported fin counts were 0.16. A. 16. P.22. C.ll; 
however, Waite (1911, p.243) stated 'an examination of the type specimen shows the 
formula of the fin rays has been incorrectly rendered in the description', and gave 
0.18 A.17 or 18. V.I,5. P.22. C.11 (earlier, on p.241, he had noted for his own 
material P.21). In his basic New Zealand list Waite (1907) omits K. gigantewn incor-
rectly including K. laeve. The ascription to the ventral of five rays (without a 
spine) is understandable, the spine being wholly included in flesh with the adjoining 
ray. 

Attention may be appropriately called at this point to the question of variability 
in fin counts met within this genus. A key by Scott et al. (1974, p.264) to the three 
uranoscopids recorded from South Australia (including Ichthyoscopus barbatus Mees, 1960) 
specifies for K. laeve 'Dorsal fin with 15-16 rays; orbit pointed behind' [i.e., at pos
terointernal border] and for K. nigrofasciatwn 'Dorsal fin with 13-14 rays; orbit 
rounded behind' . Further, in the text the pectoral count for K. laeve, at 15-16, dif
fers trenchantly from the 19 given for K. nigrofasciatwn, and there is a difference also 
in anal counts, namely 14-15 and 13-14. However, in an examination of 9 ex~nples of 
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K. laevs reported in Part XX (1974b) counts of 13-16 were found for dorsal rays 13-15 
for anal rays and 15- 20 for pectoral rays. It is thus apparent some current specific 
diagnoses lack validity in the absence of more satisfactory information on fin counts. 
An added uncertainty has been noticed by Mees (1960, p.56) 'Gunther's (1860) count for 
K. laev~ is also high, higher than one would expect for that species, and tf this count 
correctly represents the fin-ray formula of his specimen, they are likely to belong to 
lC giqanteum, a species not described at that time, and not to K. laevc'. i\ similar 
confusion surrounds (Phillipps 1927) the count given by Hutton (1872). On the basis 
of our present knowledge as set out above in the key to uranoscoptds recorded from 
Tasmani<l the ray counts for K. ~l!ld K. laeve are Llisj unct only in the case of 
the anal (16-18 13-15) with intersection in the dOTsal (16-18 13-16) and the pectoral 
(20-21 15-20), including, however, for both of these fins a higher maximlml for iC 
giganteum. 

The illustration provided by Haast (1873, p1.16) is clearly inept and is in some 
features erroneous. Ihus the dorsal is shown as OT iginating well in advance of the 
anal, while actually, as reported by Waite (1911, p.242), the anal has the mOTe 

anterior beginning: in the figure the anal originates at about 62 g
6 of the standard 

length, in our specimens at 55 57%. In the figure the dorsal base is approximately 
1.2 of the anal base (measured between parallels), whereas in the present examples the 
shorter dorsal base is 0.88 0.74 that of the anal. 

Waite & McCulloch (1915, p.471) state the surface of the exposed bone on the head 
is sculptured into 'reticulating ridges' in K. laeve into 'tubercles' in K. nigrofas
ciatum, while K. giganteum is noted as being distinct from both by virtue of the 
'granul<lr' sculpture. While the features mentioned tend to predominate in the three 
species as described some admixture of the modes occurs so that the nature of the sculp
ture does not present an absolute criterion. 

Together with the regularly greater number of rays in the anal and the generally 
greater number in the dorsal and the pectoral, K. giganteum is most readily distinguish
ed from both the other Australian species of the genus by the color pattern, particularly 
in the absence of the distinct dark cross bands on the body and in the presence of the 
marbling on the upper part of the trunk and tail and of a white streak along the lateral 
line (not reported by Haast); further, from C. laeue in the absence of the dark suboper
cular patch. 

Genus GNATHAGNUS Gill, 1862 
Gnathagnus Gill, 1862, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. (1861 session), pp.lll 115. 

Type-species, Uranoscopus elongatus Tenuninck " Schlegel. 
Gnathagnoides Whitley & Phillipps, 1939, Trans. R. Soc. N.Z., 69, p.23s. Type-species, 

Gnathagnus innotabilis Waite. 

Gnathagnus innotabilis Waite, 1904 
(plate 2) 

Gnathagnus innotab'ilis Waite, 1904, Rec. Aust. Mus., 5(4), p.238, pl.l6, fig. 1. 
Type locality: Off Narrabeen, New South Wales. 

Gnathagnus innotabilis Waite, 1911, Rec. Canterb. Mus., 1, p.243: Phillipps, 1927, N.Z. 
Mar. Fisher. Bull., 1, p.43: McCulloch, 1922, Aust. Zool., 2(3), p.l02, pl.32, 
fig. 281a and 1929, Aust. Mus. Mem., 5(3), p.335: Mees, 1966, J. R. Soc. W. Aust., 
43(1), p.47. 

Gnathagnoidcs innotaiyilis grandior Whitley & Phillipps, 1939, Trans. Proc. N.Z. Inst., 
69, p.235. Type locality: New Zealand. 

Gnathagnoides innotabilis grandior: Mees, 1960, J. R. Soc. rio Aust., 43(1), p.47: 
Whitley, 1968, Aust. Zool., 15(1), p.69. 

Gnathagnoides innotabilis Whitley, 1964, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 89(1), p.s3. 
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Note on synonymy 
With regard to the status of l'ihitley 6 Phillipps the writer finds 

himself in agreement with the view expressed by Mees in his important review of the 
Uranoscopidae of Western Australia that the differences between Gnathagnus innotabilis 
and the type species of Gnathagnus Gill arc 'much too slight to justify generic separ
ation' (1960, .47); while, again as observed by Mees, the estahlishment of Gnathag-

liB solely on the ground of greater size of specimens 
taken New Zealand [preslillllibly those noted by Waite (1911, p.244), no mention being 
made of additional material examined) would clearly seem to he unacceptable. [It may 
be noted in passing that the relevant page number in the 1939 paper of Whitley & 
Phillipps is given by a typographical error in Mees' paper as 225 instead of 235 near 
the top of 1'.47, though correctly cited lower in the page'.) 

Distribution 
Originally described from New South Wales -- where later McCulloch (1922, p.102) 

noted it as not uncommon in moderately deep water - it was subse(juently reported by 
Waite (1911, p.243) as being represented in five of nine hauls made at 25-94 fathoms 
(46-172 m) by the New Zealand Government trawling expedition in the Bay of Plenty in 
1907. No other localities appear in the Check-List (McCulloch 1929). Though it is 
not included in any of the published Tasmanian catalogues, it is now known to occur 
here (see note above on the family Uranoscopidae). 

Material 
Eight examples, (a) Ls 125 Lt 155, 4 miles (6 km) southeast of Eddystone Point, 

east coast, Tasmania, in 20 fathoms (37 m), July 1979, Mr S. Down (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 
1979/5/95), (b) Ls 135 Lt 169, one of three syntypes, off Narrabeen, New South Wales, 
1510 19' E, 330 43' S (Aust. Mus. Reg. No. I 6152), (c) (d) (f) Ls 175 185 223 Lt 218 
223 272, northeast of Babel Island, Bass Strait, in 70-100 fathoms (130-180 m) (Aust. 
Mus. Reg. Nos. E 4939 E 4940 E 4941, registered 1914, Endeavour), (e) (g) Ls 209 225 
Lt 255.5 278, off southeast coast, Tasmania, 1470 32' - 1480 25' E, 420 31' - 430 10' S, 
trawled in 78-107 m by the Tasmanian Fisheries Development Authority I s vessel Challenger, 
Mr P.R. Last, August 1979 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1979/5/163), (k) Ls 252 Lt 310, off St 
Helens Point, east coast, Tasmania, in 5 fathoms (9 m), Mr S. Down, 1 August 1978 (Q.V. 
(Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1978/5/101). The courtesy of the Australian Museum in making avail
able for examination specimens eb) (c) (d) (f) is gratefully acknowledged. 

Meristic characters 
D.12 (7 specimens) 13(1). A.15(1) 16(7). P.19(3) 20(1) 21(4). C. total rays 15(2) 

16(3) 17(3), branched 10(4) 11(4), reaching distal border 10(1) 11(7). Gill rakers on 
lower limb of first arch about 17-20, low mounded each with several acute processes. 

Dimensions 
A set of dimensions of all 8 examples is set out in table 3, the first line, 

standard length (Ls), being in millimetres all other lines as thousandths of standard 
length (TLs). 

Proportions 
For all the 11 proportions selected by Waite for record in the original account 

of the species there are here given the range and the mean (with standard error) for 
our material with Waite's variates in parentheses. Head in total length 3.2-3.7 
3.40 ± 0.0528 (3.0). Depth in total length 5.3-7.9 6.89 ± 0.317 (4.4). Length of 
head in width of head 0.8-l.l 0.87 ± 0.306 (width one-fourth more than length). Eye 
in head 5.4-6.9 5.84 ± 0.179 (4.3). Interorbital in head 2.6-3.3 2.99 ± 0.0883 (2.2). 
Snout in head, measured from midpoint of front of upper jaw 6.3-9.6 8.19 ± 0.363, from 
level of front of maxilla 4.7-6.9 5.68 ± 0.274, from most advanced point (chin) 3.0-3.7 
3.33 ± 0.079 (convention of measurement not specified 6.5). Depth of caudal peduncle 
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in heau 4.2-5.2 4.77 ± 0.128 (3.5). Length of pectoral in total length 3.3-6.5 4.67 
± 0.425 (4,0). Length of ventral in total length 5.0-7.2 6.25 ± 0.231 (5.2). Length 
of cauual in stanuaru length 4.1-5.04.47 ± 0.117 ('4.3 in the body'). Anal base in 
head 0.9-1.1 l.02 ± 0.0265 ('slightly more than the length of the head'). 

Some further significant ratios may be noted. Dorsal base in standaru length 
3.9-4.6 4.17 ± 0.0712. Anal base in stanuard length 2.6-3.1 2.85 ± 0.785. Dorsal 
base in anal base 1.3-1.6 1.44 ± 0.0354. Length of pectoral in heau 0.9-1.4 1.13 ± 
0.0554, of ventral 1.5-2.2 1.85 ± 0.213, of cauual 1.6-1.71.61 ± 0.0176. Maximum 
depth of head in head length 1.6-2.5 2.0 ± 0.102, in maximum wiuth of heau 1.5-2.0 
1.7S±0.470. 

Of the above ratios four exhibit significant pos i ti ve correlation with standard 
length, namely, length of pectoral in head r 0.912 (z 1.540) t 5.442**, length of 
ventral in head r 0.941 (z 1.746) t 6.804***, length of ventral in total length r 0.865 
(z 1.314) t 4.230**, maximwll depth of head in head length Y' 0.871 (z 1.337) t 4.343*k. 
One ratio, length of head in width of head, is correlated negatively with standard 
length, r - 0.795 (z - 1.084) t 3.206*. 

General features 
Our basic knowledge of this species is afforded by the original description 

(Waite 1904) based on three syntypes from New South Wales, the subsequent notice by 
Waite (1911) in his report on the New Zealand Government traWling expedition of 1907 
merely extending range and overall size, and no additional information on external 
features being provided by Whitley & Phillipps (1939) in establishing their genus 
Gnathagnoides and in proposing a New Zealand subspecies G. innotabilis grandior. The 
immedia tely fOllowing observations, based primarily on the largest Tasmanian individual, 
supplement and make minor emendations to the original account, while a later section, 
Aspects of form, explores some characters not previously investigated. 

More or less fusiform. Pectoral reaching to level of vent or to just beyond 
anal origin. Ventral reaching about to level of pectoral base. Caudal truncate. 

A characteristic feature is the presence on the head of the curious plectroid 
processes that cover most of the chin, constituting the effective front elevation of 
the head. TI1e greater part of each process is tolerably rigid, brown mottled with 
grey; upper border of each in contact with outer one-third of lower lip, extending 
down and back beyond lip to end of mandible, in upper one-third remaining in contact 
wi th one another, in lower one- third their bluntly rounded free ends meeting and touch
ing or freely overlapping, in middle one-third largely continuous but leaving a median 
elliptical opening, its width twice its height subequal to length of orbit, the chin 
here being exposed to view as through a window; greater part of each process tolerably 
rigid, brown irregularly mottled with grey, lower border from middle of lower margin 
of wj nuow down and back to vertical level of end of lower lip constituted by a white 
anu off-white strongly denticulate and ridged soft fleshy edging. Mouth cleft large, 
vertical, lips wholly lacking cirri. Nostrils minute, approximately in line with 
highest point on orbit, anterior subcircular with low rim and very small tentacle, 
posterior a slit with a low rim with an obscure fleshy fringe. Teeth in upper jaw 
rather wiuely spaced small slender acute recurved depressible, mostly in two rows those 
of inner row larger (several ncar median line larger than remainder) and often set 
al ternately with those of outer; in lower jaw much as in upper but somewhat larger; on 
vomer two ovoid patches, interspace subequal to \vidth of one, each \vith half a dozen 
small teeth similar to those in jaws interspersed among more numerous small mammilli
form elevations (contrast Waite 'villiform'); on pharyngeal on each side a patch much 
as on a moiety of vomer. Tongue with minute ridges or lines of papillae, chiefly 
transverse. A minute fl eshy lobe, usually wholly white, at the symphysis of the 
premaxillae. 
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PLATE 2. Gnathagnus innotabi lis IVai te, 1904. Dorsal aspect of head of a 
specimen, standard length 223 mm, total length 272 mm, northeast of Babel 
Island, Bass Strait, in 70-100 fathoms (130-180 m) (Australian Museuril Reg. 
No. E 4941, registered 1914, Endeavour), x 1 1/2. (Photograph R.H. Green). 
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Bony armour on head as illustrated (plate 2). Most important features: a pair 
of apposed occipital plates together constituting a trapezoid, its \vider (posterior) 
border half width of head here, each with a short thick median ridge or longitudinally 
elongate boss occupying midd Ie third of the length (' a longitudinal ridge passing from 
its middle backwards') from which radiate upwards of two dozen short straight much 
lower ridges forming 3 rosette; an ill-defined broken ridge running back and out from 
posterolateral angle of orbi t towards humeral spine; inside this and in advance of 
occipital rosette of fan of 10-12 ridges; a fan of about a dozen ridges radiating 
from top of operculum to its low",r margin, a smaller fan directed in opposite s",nse on 
preoperculum; preorbi tal rugos e with 2·- 3 small upwardly convex ridges reaching its 
anterior border; a rugose strip with 2-3 ill-defined ridges running from near postero
external angle of occipital plate towards humeral spine, the latter small flattened 
blunt, or moderately pointed directed back and slightly down, almost flush. In the 
syntype and the Tasmanian specimens 4-5 small rather obscurely defined mostly sub
circular plates with rosettes of ridges can be made out along and somewhat beyond hind 
border of each occipital plate wi th which the inner ones are continuous: in the 
Endeavour specimens (b) (c) (d) these plates are islands and being dark purplish or 
almost black on a light brownish background form a conspicuous part of the ornamenta-
tion (plate 2). Interocular basin occupied only by naked integument more or less 
trapezoidal, somewhat rounded at its posterior border, its width behind one and a half 
times that in front, latter about four times shortest distance from the side to supra
orbi tal ridge. 

Scales occur on dorsal and lateral surfaces of trunk and tail, being absent from 
a small median patch, somewhat larger than eye, just behind occipital plates, from a 
narrow strip along each side of dorsal and anal bases and from inner surface of pec
toral base; on ventral surface present backwards from near level of vent; continued on 
to caudal base and up the rays and membrane for some two- thirds of fin length. Wai te 
observes they 'lie in depressions resembling the pits of a thimble'; however, these 
pits occur only on the dorsal surface, scales on ventral surface of tail being quite 
flush. A scale from dorsum shortly behind head is cycloid lanceolate, rounded at 
exposed pointed at embedded end; length about 1.7 rrun about three times greatest width; 
exposed pigmented portion accounting for only about one-sixth of length; focus of 
striae shortly behind pigment: a scale from ventral surface near anal origin similar 
but somewhat smaller, lacking patch of pigmentation. 

The lateral line is noted by Waite as arising above the humeral spine and running 
an undulated course to the middle of the caudal fin. In the largest Tasmanian example 
the two lines originate 53 mm apart above the humeral spine by about the spine's length, 
run almost straight approximating backwards to be 40 apart an eye diameter in advance 
of dorsal origin, continuing in a course at first gently concave inwards then gently 
convex to level of dorsal termination, here 20 apart, thereafter turning slightly down
ward to meet the caudal base equidistant from dorsal and ventral borders of the peduncle. 

Aspects of form 
(a) Head, length to vent, standard length. On a log log plot these three card-

inal lengths arc collinear when the abscissal values are 1 2 7. The relevant statis-
tics are exhibited in table 4: it will be seen that in one of the eight cases 
significance fal1s just short of the formally acceptable level of P 0.05. 

(b) Head. From the most advanced point of the head, the chin, modally located 
at some three-sevenths of the height between the distal border of the maxilla and the 
top of the lips, the dorsal profile rises briefly but sharply in a convex or biconvex 
curve to level of mouth cleft behind which the remaining head profile is virtually 
horizontal, while from the chin the lower part of the profile slopes back and down at 
an angle of 40 0 -500 to below the much-expanded maxilla thereafter continuing horizontally. 
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As table 3 renders evident the anterior border of the maxilla extends in advance of 
the level of the middle of the upper lip. 

In plan the head is panbolic. Widths (Iv) have been measured at 10 equal inter
vals (N, numbered c;lUdad) between most advanced point and level of opercular at visual 
ventral plane for all specimens and second-degree equations calculated ~ statistics 
being set out in table 5. In these equations and in the discussion below widths arc 
expressed, to permit valid comparison between individuals, as percentages of the 
relevant anteroposterior .lengths. 

Though highly aceeptab Ie fits in general result (R 0.8649-0.9989, x 0.9759), the 
parameters exhibit some noticeable variation and the general head outline differs 
greatly in small and larger individuals, the anterior border of the snout being quite 
obtuse, almost transversely linear, in the former and well rounded in the latter: 
indeed, a comparison of our specimens (a) and (h) without reference to other examples 
of intermediate size might well suggest the existence of two species. Reference to 
the table shows the tangent manifests a general trend towards decrease in magnitude 
from the smallest fish to the largest but one, the largest apparently being an outlier. 
With the omission of the last-named value the remaining 7 entries show significant 
negative correlation with standard length indicative of increase in pointedness with 
overall size (and presumably age); p ~ 0.854 (z ~ 0.636) t 4.868**. The greater 
relative width anteriorly in the smaller examples is strikingly evident in the following 
data: relative width (percentage of head length) at the level of the most anterior 
measurement (N= 1) ranges from 65.1 in the smallest individual to 34.7 in the largest 
and is significantly correlated with standard length, r ~ 0.923 (z 1.161) t 5.893**; 
similarly for N 2, r ~ 0.908 (z ~ 1.515) t 5.300**; for N = 1 as a fraction of maxi
mum value of N, r ~ 0.799 (z ~ 1.097) t 3.259*. 

Not only the form of the outline of the head but also the relative area of the 
dorsum as a whole is age (or size) related. Thus the sum of the 10 widths expressed 
as percentages of the conventional length of the head ranges down from 98.51 in the 
smallest fish to 73.92 in the largest, the correlation with standard length being 
r ~ 0.794 (z ~ 0.885) t 3.202*. 

(c) Disposition of fins. 111e lengths from snout tip to the origins of the pec
toral anal dorsal, to the terminations of dorsal anal and to the origin of the caudal 
are such that when plotted in that sequence on a loglog grid they fall collinear when 
given as abscissal values the integral numbers 1 3 4 7 8 10. The relevant regression 
equations are set out in table 6, all dimensions being given as thousandths of standard 
length. 

(d) Trunk and tail. The single visual unit presented by the combined trunk and 
tail is a simple one. 'TIlOugh viewed from above the sides are very slightly convex 
the general outline comes very close to 3 briefly truncated triangle with the widths 
at the middle and the posterior end of the region being 0.6 0.1 that at the anterior 
end. In the largest Tasmanian specimen the first-degree equation derived from 10 
measurements of width taken at equal intervals, W = 0.4061 L + 78.9 (measurements in llL'TI) 

reaches a correlation of 1" 0.997 (t 38.942***). '111e anterior one-third od the dorsal 
profile scarcely departs from the horizontal line of the head but thereafter slopes 
down to a progressively greater but never large degree. 

The resultant girth presents a gently sigmoid curve. With G = girth as percentage 
of length from back of head to caudal origin (171 mm) N = serial number of measurement 
(10 taken at equal intervals) G = 112.39 + 3.813 N 0.5054 N2 ; R 0.9361; measured 
(predicted) girths 108(108) 102(103) 95(96) 90(89) 83(81) 73(71) 61(59) 46(50) 35(37) 
27(24) . 
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(e) VentI'al surrace, mouth. From the leve,l of the mouth to the caudal origin 
the ventral surface is virtually plane. The broad fiat fleshy character of the ven
trals, their mode of attachment without an elevateu base and the presence of a slight 
depres sion into which they fit when adpresseu combine to make them in the prone 
position effectively flush with the surrounding surface; the anal when folded to one 
side produces a negligible departure from the general homaloidal condition; while the 
lowerm05t ray of the caudal continues (even when the fin is fully expanded) as near as 
may be collinear with the lower margin of the caudal peduncle. These features may be 
presumed to represent a very efficient adaptation pcnnitting the fish to rest in full 
and cl05e contact with the bottom when observing the general habit of members of this 
faJllily of lying motionless in wait for prey. It is of interest to note that in the 
common Tasmanian uranoscopid, Kathetostoma [aeve (Bloch i; Schneider, 180.1), in which the 
ventral fin is inserted partly on the lateral surface the presence of a depression into 
which it can fit serves again to maintain the pLmar character of the fish's ventral 
surface. Also related to the specialized feeding habit is the large and unusually 
positioned mouth, the anterior border of the upper jaw, which extends through more than 
two-thirds of the height of the head, being quite vertical. 

(f) Fins. While the general observations here made are applicable to all 
five specimens examined, metrical data for the dorsal anal and pectoral fins are re
corded for the largest Tasmanian individual only. 

The dorsal has the first 3 rays simple, the remainder to the 11th dividing for an 
increasing fraction of their length up to a maximum of about a half; last 2 rays only 
briefly divided. The length increases from 1st to 5th then decreases to 13th (last), 
which is very slender and very close to the 12th, separated from it by an interval 
less than one-sixth that between 12th and llth. For the ascendant series L = b Nk 
for the descendant L = b N 'k, where L = length, mm, N = serial nwnber of ray counting 
caudad, N' serial number counting dephalad. 

Log L 
27.5(27.2) 

Log L 
10.7(10.4) 

0.3232 log N + 1.3374; t 7.656**; measured (predicted) lengths 21.5(21.7) 
31.5(31.0) 34.2(34.0) 35.9(36.6). 
= 0.8217 log N + 0.7693; t 37.665**; measured (predicted) lengths 6.0(5.9) 
13.1(14.5) 18.5(18.4) 22.5(22.1) 26.5(25.6) 28.7(29.1) 33.0(32.5). 

Anal membrane more nearly opaque than dorsal; rays strongly recurved having much 
the general appearance of a hockey stick, much stouter than those of dorsal, consisting 
of a rachis, fairly rigid in proximal but quite flexible in distal half, divided in 
distal one-third or so the rami running close together, as in dorsal ramal tips pro-
jecting beyond membrane but here oply microscopically. Length increasing to 9th, this 
ascendant set comprising two subsets, the loglog graph after being linear over logs 
1-5 then becoming interrupted to continue as a second linear segment, with a greater 
gradient, on logs 6-9. This pattern is an unusual one. It is in general found that 
where the ascendant or descendant rays (or spines) do not constitute a single series 
either they represent two separate series characterized by the fact that the first 
element of each is appropriately plotted on log 1 or if the whole sequence of logarith
mic abscissae is a continuous one it presents a point of inflexion, not being disjunct 
as here. Behind the 9th the rays regularly decrease in length caudad, their logarithms 
being linear on logs 1-7 when plotted in reverse order, i. e., cepha lad (N'). Lengths 
below in mm. 

Log L 0.2724 log N + 1.1296; t 16.443***; measured (predicted) lengths 13.4(13.5) 
16.4(16.3) 18.5(18.2) 19.1(19.7) 21.1 (20.9). 

Log L 0.4525 log N + 1.0152; t 10.62r*; 23.5(23.2) 24.6(25.0) 26.6(26.2) 28.8 
(28.0) 

Log L 0.1364 log N'+ 1.3241; t 21.120***; 21.1(21.1) 23,2(23.2) 24.5(24.5) 25.5 
(25.5) 26.1(26.3) 27.1(26.9) 27.5(27.5). 
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Pectoral membrane tolerably opaque and fleshy; rays dimorphic the 11 lower with 
broadly rounded or bluntly pointed tips the outline wholly provided by the membrane, 
the rest noticeably more slender and with the 2-4 ramal tips slightly projecting. In 
loglog plots for the largest Tasmanian specimen the rays of the upper border are sig
nificantly linear when plotted in the sequence 9-1 on their inverse serial numbers 1-9 
(N') gi-ving a negative slope "Jhile those of the lower border plotted ill the sequence 
20-10 on their inverse set serial numbers 1-9 yield a significant positive slope. 

LogL = ~0.10S110g LV + 1.7342; t 14.090***; measured (predicted) lengths, IIlln, 
43.9(43.0) 44.0(43.6) 44.2(44.2) 44.8(44.9) 44.9(45.8) 45.9(46.9) 47.9(48.3) 51.0(50.4) 
54.7(54.2). 

Log L + 0.8497 log LV + 0.8654; t 77.162***; 55.2(56.3) 53.0(51.9) 49.0(47.5) 41.6 
(42.9) 35.0(33.6) 28.8(28.8) 24.0(23.8) 18.7(18.7) 13.9(13.2) 7.1(7.3). 
The fin is set low, the bottom of the base being actually on the ventral surface the 
top about at half the total height at that·level. 

The ventral fins are massive fleshy organs markedly dissimilar from the tolerably 
fine and delicate ventrals of most of the Jugulares; rays flattened blunt much divided 
enclos ed in membrane, spine wholly bound up with adj oining ray recogni zab Ie only with 
difficulty, fin bases set close together separated by an interval less than (modally 
about half) base width, inserted about at level of hind border of orbit. The total 
restric tion of the two fins to the planar ventral surface has already been noted. 

With 1st ventral ray defined, as proposed in Part XIX (1974a, p.248) as that 
nearest to medioventral line of fish (postaxial, farthest from spine), in the most 
frequently encountered fin pattern the rays increase from 1st to 4th, 5th being some-
what shorter than 4th but noticeably longer than spine. (While the preaxial location 
of the Tay nearest the spine might suggest its selection as the conventionalIst as a 
logical one, the usual increase in length of the rays taken outwards influenced the 
choice made, account being taken of the convenience of having this length-number graph, 
like others then under observation, exhibiting a positive slope.) Ine pattern here 
met with is quite dissimilar, five elements, including the spine, increasing in length 
in sequence postaxially, with the ray here designated the 1st slightly shorter than its 
neighbour. With lengths of spine and rays 5th-2nd plotted on a loglog grid against 
the natural numbers 1-5 the graph is significantly linear: the data for all 8 fish are 
recorded in table 7, lengths being presented as millesimals of standard length. It is 
to be noted the formula here employed is not a precise one, predicted values for the 
2nd ray being consistently higher than measured lengths (difference 3-6 mean 4.5 per
cent), with predicted values for the 3rd ray concomitantly consistently lower (differ
ence 0.6-5 mean 2.8 percent). 

The tabulated relative (TLs) lengths are seen immediately to tend to be larger 
among the smaller individuals: indeed the sum of the lengths of the spine and the 
four radial elements considered decreases consistently from specimen (a) to (g), with 
an increase being shown by (h). The correlation of this sum of lengths with standard 
length gives r ~ 0.784 (z ~ 1.065), significant at better than P 0.05 (t 3.096). 

Coloration 
Some differences in coloration are found between the Tasmanian specimens (a) (e) 

(g) (h) and the Australian Museum specimens (b) (syntype) (c) (d) (f) (these latter 
having perhaps suffered some decoloration consequent upon longer preservation) and be
tween all of these and the coloration as described by Waite. The immediately following 
account is based on the local examples. 

Dorsal surfaces of trunk and tail and lateral surface down to midlateral level or 
somewhat below dark brownish or slate, more or less uniform in (a) (h), in (e) with a 
number of small subcircular dark grey spots in (g) with some obscure dark splashes. 
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Wai te noted body brOlVTI 'with indistinct brown spots'; no such markings evident in our 
material. Lower lateral surface and whole ventral surface immaculate white in (a), 
off-whi te in others with dusky or smoky smudging, most pronounced in (e) confined in 
(h) to less than half total surface; line of demarcation between dark upper and light 
lower flank very sharp in (a) well defined in (h) rather indefinite and obscure in 
others. Waite reported 'sand-coloured areas, below the head, at the base of the 
ventral fins and on the belly'; such areas not identified here. Dorsal surface of 
head in general much like that of trunk, but in (h) plated areas warm brown with the 
conspicuous ridges dark yellowish; naked interorbital region uniform and concolorous 
with dorsum of trunk in (a) and (h) but in (c) with an extensive splash in (g) with 
several smaller splashes of light grey; lateral and ventral surfaces resembling those 
on trun k, distinctly lighter approach ing white on hind part of operculum in (a) and 
(h). Lips concolorous with snout. Inside of mouth white in (a) whitish in others. 

Dorsal rays usually light or dark grey except for white divided tips, in (h) with 
noticeable darkening in distal one-third or less; membrane whitish or pale grey, in (a) 
somewha t darker in first two interradial panels, in (g) each panel with a triangular 
dark slip widest distally extending down through whole height between posterior rays 
and for about an equal absolute distance between anterior rays. Anal rays mlite in 
(a) and (e) off-white in (h) reddish brown in (g); membrane wholly white in (a) in 
others off-white with variable amounts of sparse minute dark punctulation; Waite 'the 
anal has a median longitudinal brown band'. Pectoral in (a) blackish, lower rays a 
little lighter, very clearly defined external border of white, in others mostly brown
ish or dark greyish, some irregular areas lighter than the rest, ray tips close to 
white; fin base white or whitish, light color extending variably on to bases of rays. 
Ventral wholly white in (a) in others whitish or light grey with some dusky smudging 
most pronounced in (h). Caudal much like pectoral but overall somewhat lighter, 
tipped white, in (a) (e) (h) lowermost ray white sharply contrasting with others. 

Specimens (b) (c) (d) (f), which have been sUbjected to longer preservation, tend 
in general towards brownish, the smallest (syntype) noticeably lighter than the rest 
in parts approaching straw. TIle Endeavour specimens differ strikingly from the syn
type and from all the Tasmanian fish in having the main plated areas on the dorsum of 
the head dark purplish or blackish; the small detached shields forming a line immed
iately behind the posterior border of the large continuous armoured region that in the 
syntype and in the local examples are concolorous with the trunk and barely evident 
are here also dark purplish almost black, constituting a conspicuous feature of the 
color pattern. 

Comparison with Kathetostoma laeve 
Gnathagnus innotabilis is at once distinguished from the common Tasmanian 

uranoscopid Kathetostoma laeve (Block & Schneider, 1801) by its possession of scales 
(though these arc inconspicuous) and of the remarkable mental processes that obscure 
all save a small elliptical area of the chin. Some other important differences may be 
noted. For typographical convenience the two forms are here denoted by G. ,i. and K. l. 
respectively. 

G.i. has fewer dorsal rays (12-13 cJ. 15-16): the pectoral count (19-21) stands 
wholly outside that (15-16) conventionally given, e.g. Scott et al. (1974) for K.l. but 
decidedly higher values for that species (18-20) have been reported in Part XX (1974bl. 
A feature originally usefully employed by Waite & McCulloch (1915, p.47l, figs 1,2, 
pl.13) in differentiating between K.l. and their Kathetostoma nigrofasciatum is the 
form of the naked basin-like interorbital region, and this criterion has since been 
extended to cover other species (Scott et al., fig. on p.264, Mees 1960, fig.5). In 
G.i. the posterior border of this region lies in advance of level of posterior border 
of orbit, modally by about one-fourth ey8 diameter, in K.l. behind it by an eye diameter 
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or more; further, \'ihereas in G.{. (El in K. tum) the orbit as defined by the 
well developed circumorbi tal ridge is complete, in K. l. it is interrupted 3t the 
posteroe:xternal angle by a small spur. In G. {. the occipital region presents a pair 
of conspicuous longitudin31 ridges or elongated knobs set side by side with radiating 
from each a conspicuous series of short ridges; in K.l. this area wholly lacks these 
structures, having the form of a single flat or somewhat concave subquadrangu13r plate 
defined by low ridges. Circumoral cirri are absent in G.{. well developed and in K.l. 
(and in X. g{gantew?i). 

In C.{. the ventral fins are inserted wholly on the ventral surface, so positioned 
that the outline of the body from the pectoral runs forward wholly externad of the fins, 
the lines of the right and left sides meeting at a tolerably sharp point; in K.l. the 
insertion of the ventral fins is in some measure lateral so that when normally disposed 
they obscure part of the body outline, while in advance of the fins the ventral surface 
tends to widen, with some straightening of the two sides, thus terminating anteriorly 
not in a triangle but in a truncated pyramid around the front of which the branchio
stegal membranes make a broad slow curve lin specimens comparable in size with our 
largest G.{. there is here developed a platform the area of which exceeds that of the 
orbit). In X. l. two stout tolerably pungent forwardly directed spines, often embedded 
in the flesh, occur at the lateral borders of the prepelvic region; these are not 
present in G.i. and are a generic character of Xathetostoma. The lateral lines con
verge caudad less noticeably in G.i. in which the intervals between them at the levels 
of dorsal origin and dorsal termination are around 0.7 0.4 that at their anterior ends, 
the corresponding figures for X.l. being around 0.4 0.2. The presence in G.i. of the 
strong plectroid processes developed on either side of the chin leads to the anterior 
profile of the head in side view taking the form of a markedly convex curve; in X.l. 
it is not far from being rectilinear. In G.i. the length of the dorsal base is about 
one-fourth of the standard length and is modally less than the interval between the 
origin of the fin and the posterior border of the dorsal cephalic armour, in K.l. about 
one-third and modally equal to or greater than that interval. 'The large fan-shaped 
opercular plate with about a dozen ridges, ranging from moderate to strong, radiating 
from the upper angle that forms a conspicuous part of the armature in G.i. is in K.l. 
normally covered with skin, the whole region being smooth and superficiallY soft. In 
X.l. the eyes are wholly dorsal, in G.i. partly lateral. The color patterns are 
characteristic, the most obvious points of difference being the dorsal mottling on the 
body in G.{. and the dark subopercular dark blotch in X.l. 

Comparison with other species of Gnathagnus 
Three species of Gnathagnus Gill, 1861 are now recognized (Mees 1960): 

(a) Uranoscopus elongatus Temminck & Schlegel, 1843 (type species of Gnathagnus type 
locality, Japan) (b) Gnathagnus innotabilis Waite, 1904 (type locality, off Narrabeen, 
New South Wales) (c) Benthoscopus laticeps Longley & Hildebrand, 1940 (type species of 
Benthoscopus Longley & Hildebrand, 1940 type locality, off Tortugas, Florida). Species 
(c) has been clearly shown by Myers (1946) to belong to Gnathagnus with which its 
authors in proposing Benthoscopus did not compare it. In contrasting his species with 
G. elongatus as described by Jordan & Snyder (1902) Waite remarked 'In their generic 
diagnosis these authors write "hwneral spine obsolete", yet describe the species as 
having a "partly concealed humeral spine"': the original account (Temminck & Schlegel 
1843, p.27) stated clearly enough 'L'os de l'epaule sort de la peau en forme d'epine 
conique et un peu dirigee en haut'. It may be remarked in passing that while in his 
general description Waite characterized the spine as 'of moderate size, fully exposed' 
in some of our specimens a noticeable portion of it is embedded in flesh. Waite's 
statement 'there is a blunt prominence at the angle of the preopercle' would seem to 
imply, in the context in which it occurs, that this feature was not noticed by Jordan 
& Snyder: the original figure (pl.9, fig.2) appears to depict a largish bluntly rounded 
prominence at the angle. The p1ectroid mental dilatations of (b) are noted by Waite 
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as rounded, lacking the 'free pointed tip above' described and figured for (a): in our 
material the upper angle of the distal border while not produced into a distinct pro
cess is nevertheless in some individuals tolerably pointed. Some comparison of the 
three species was made by Myers in the paper in which he identified Longley & Hilde
brand's fish as a member of the present genus. In the subjoined assessment the data 
for (a) and (c) are derived from the literature, without examination of specimens. 

Teeth biserial in both jaws in (a) (b), in (c) stated to be 'in a single series 
in lower jaw' (Longley 1'1 Hildebrand 1940, p.266). 111e humeral spine in (a) and (b) 
has been discussed above; in (c) it is larger and more conspicuous, strongly curved 
upward. Dorsal with 12 rays in (b) 13 in (c) 14 in (a); fin base in (b) > 3)2 in 
total length and about 1.S in head measured from upper jaw, in (b) (c) '" 3 and about 
1.0; lowest in (a) height about 3 in head length as before, in (b) (c) about 2. In 
(a) (c) ventral figured with spine well separated from adjoining ray, in (b) figured 
as closely apposed to ray but in our material bound up with it in common integument. 
Gill rakers on lower limb of anterior arch 14 in (c), in (b) not reported for type in 
our specimens » 17. Pectoral in (a) strongly rounded in upper two-thirds partly 
straight and partly gently convex in lower one-third, in (b) figured much as in (a) 
but in our examples more or less squared off or somewhat concave in greater part of 
lower half, in (c) with upper and lower quarters convex middle half concave (outline 
quite an unusual one and highly characteristic). In the illustration of the upper 
surface Df the head of (c) (fig.21) the two large occipital plates are asymmetric, 
partly separate, with the right well in advance of the left: in our material of (a) 
they are in full contact in the Tasmanian but not in the Endeavour examples and con
stitute a pair in respect both of fonn and of location. Chief elements of color pat
tern in (a) very numerous subequal ovoid spots about their own diameter apart ('parseme 
de petites taches foncees, tres nombreuses et tres serrees'), in (b) indistinct brown 
spots present or absent, in (c) 'very many fine spots and dashes of olive scattered at 
random. ' The line of about half a dozen small separate plates lying behind the large 
paired occipitals and extending out on either side towards the plate in the supratem
poral region noted for (a) ('a la base de la crete occipitale, une rangee transversale 
d'assez petits') is in (b) for the most part contiguous with the posteriol' borders of 
the occipitals in the syntype and in the Tasmanian examples, but is clearly separate 
from them in the Endeavour fish; no plates are figured in this region in (c). The 
occurrence in (a) of naked regions between elements of the cranial armour is the subject 
of comment both in the description of type material ('ces plans sont en grande parte 
isoles, ils sont separes les uns des outres par une peau nue, a surface lisse, laquelle 
est diversement coloriee que les plans-memes, qui sont par cette raison assez 
apparents') and in the diagnosis of Gnathagnus with (a) as type-species, 'Head with the 
osseous compartments of its superior surface mostly separated by smooth intervals' 
(Gill, 1861, p.11S); in (b) the relative area of these would appear to be no greater 
than that found in, for instance, Kathetostoma laeve (indeed, if the operculum be 
included for comparison it is less), and the distinction in color between plates and 
the intervals between them while pronounced in the Endeavour specimens is in general 
barely evident in the others; in (c) as figured the naked area is proportionately some
what larger than in (b). 
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TABLE 3 

GNATliAGNUS INNOTABILIS WAITE, 1904 

Dimensions of 8 specimens, (a) off Eddystone Point, east coast, Tasmania (b) off Narrabeen, 
New South Wales (one of three syntypes) (c) (d) (f) off Babel Island, Bass Strait (Endeavour) 
(e) (g) off southeast coast, Tasmania (h) off St Helens Point, east coast, Tasmania. First 
line in mi11imetres all other lines as thousandths of standard length. 

Dimensions 

Standard length 
Total length 
Length to origin of dorsal 
Length to termination of 

dorsal 
Length of longest dorsal ray 
Length to origin of anal 
Length to termination of 

anal 
Length of longest anal ray 
Length to origin of pectoral 
Length of pectoral, whole fin 
Length of longest pectoral 

ray 
Length to origin of ventral 
Length of ventral, whole fin 
Length of longest ventral 

ray 
Length to vent (middle) 
Length of head 
Length to base of humeral 

spine 
Length of eye 
Height of eye 
Interorbi tal 
Snout, from midpoint of front 

of upper jaw 
Snout, from level of front 

of maxilla 
Snout, from most advanced 

point (chin) 
Depth at front of eye 
Depth at back of eye 
Depth at operculum 
Depth at vent 
Maximum depth of head 
Maximum depth of body 
Depth of caudal peduncle 
Width at front of eye 
Width at back of eye 
Width at operculum 
Width at vent 
Maximum width of head 
Maximum width of body 

(a) 

125 
1 240 

648 

896 
144 
584 

976 
108 
320 
384 

312 
196 
248 

208 
544 
376 

352 
64 
62 

138 

42 

72 

ll2 
204 
216 
232 
208 
240 
232 

72 
276 
328 
336 
216 
368 
304 

(b) 

135 
252 
578 

807 
156 
541 

874 
104 
282 
363 

237 
163 
230 

193 
526 
326 

319 
60 
52 

127 

52 

65 

104 
152 
163 
185 
143 
185 
200 

74 
252 
307 
333 
200 
341 
326 

(c) 

175 
246 
623 

846 
131 
526 

920 
111 
286 
360 

291 
171 
240 

205 
537 
383 

366 
69 
68 

126 

45 

57 

120 
154 
171 
174 
154 
177 
171 

80 
229 
286 
314 
246 
320 
309 

(d) 

185 
205 
605 

849 
III 
573 

908 
97 

292 
292 

224 
168 
249 

175 
535 
346 

357 
64 
57 

ll4 

38 

59 

106 
146 
151 
162 
146 
162 
162 

76 
205 
254 
276 
216 
286 
273 

(e) 

209 
222 
603 

856 
132 
555 

934 
103 
301 
321 

246 
158 
199 

175 
536 
349 

330 
63 
48 

ll7 

46 

74 

99 
158 
172 
172 
172 
177 
170 

83 
215 
258 
282 
210 
282 
282 

(f) 

223 
220 
628 

868 
126 
561 

942 
94 

287 
287 

242 
143 
238 

169 
525 
359 

363 
63 
58 

120 

45 

67 

121 
148 
155 
157 
157 
157 
152 

72 
206 
247 
285 
220 
291 
274 

(g) 

225 
236 
609 

844 
113 
560 

884 
98 

298 
307 

244 
169 
189 

169 
529 
364 

351 
58 
57 

112 

47 

63 

100 
151 
160 
187 
187 
187 
191 

71 
196 
236 
289 
227 
293 
284 

(h) 

252 
1 230 

619 

861 
142 
556 

933 
ll4 
298 
274 

230 
159 
222 

173 
536 
381 

345 
56 
48 

ll5 

40 

56 

III 
143 
147 
147 
151 
155 
151 

73 
206 
254 
298 
238 
310 
282 
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TABLE 4 

GNATHAGNUS INNOTABILIS WAITE, 1904 

L = b Nk (rectified as log L = k log L + log b) for 8 specimens; L = {length of head, 
length to vent, length to caudal origin, expressed as thousandths of standard length}, 
N = {1,2,7}. 

Specimen Standard length Slope Intercept t Measured (predicted) 
mm (k) (log b) lengths 

(a) 125 0.4884 2.5909 23.250* 384(390) 560(547) 
1 000(1 008) 

(b) 135 0.5684 2.5276 11. 696 326(337) 526(500) 
1 000 (1 018) 

(c) 175 0.4936 2.5825 211.416** 383(382) 537(538) 
1 000(999) 

(d) 185 0.5399 2.5496 16.182* 346(354) 535(515) 
1 000(1 013) 

(e) 209 0.5358 2.5526 17.160* 349(357) 536(518) 
1 000(1 013) 

(f) 223 0.5250 2.5578 17.557* 359(361) 525(520) 
1 000 (1 024) 

(g) 225 0.5190 2.5636 64.730* 364(366) 529(524) 
1 000(1 003) 

(h) 252 0.4961 2.5805 359.221** 381(381) 536(537) 
1 000(999) 

G.M. 187.2 0.5206 2.5631 28.826* 361(366) 536(525) 
1 000(1 007) 

FAMILY TETRAODONTIDAE 

The members of this family appearing in the earlier local lists (Johnston 1883, 
1891) under the broad category Gyrnnodontes are in the later catalogues (Lord 1923, 
1927, Lord & Scott 1924) referred to Tetraodontidae, a course followed by the majority 
of Australian authors though some, e.g., Whitley (1968), adopt Lagocephalidae, a taxon 
Greenwood et al. (1966) in their provisional classification of living teleosts recom
mend subsuming in Tetraodontidae. Part XI of this series (1963) provided a key to 
the four species then known from our waters - Tetraodon armilla McCulloch & Waite, 1915 
(referred by Whitley (1964) in his definitive Australian name-list to his genus 
Omegaphora, 1934), Sphaeroides hamiltoni (Gray & Richardson, 1843) (in Whitley's name
list placed Aphanacanthus Troshchel, (1856), Sphaeroides richei (Freminville) (now 
often referred to Contusus Whitley, 1947). Sphaeroides liosomus Regan, 1909 (now gener
ally regarded as a junior synonym of Gastrophysus glaber Freminville, 1813). 

Since the appearance of Part XI two species have been added to the local list, 
Boesemanichthys firmamentum (Ternrninck & Schlegel, 1850), recorded in Part XIII (1965), 
being there referred to the genus Tetraodon, and LagocephaZus lagocephalus (Linne, 1758). 
first Tasmanian (and Australian) record by Andrews (1970). The latter differs trench
antly from the species keyed in Part XI in having on each side two nostrils instead of 
one or a pair of flaps without an aperture (Lagocephalus accommodated by some writers 
in a separate family Lagocephalidae, the nares diagnostic). Boesemanichthys 
firmamentum is readily separable from the keyed species by its large number of dorsal 
and anal rays, 14 in each fin, a maximum of 9-11 being found in the other species. 
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TABLE 5 

GNAl'HAGNUS nVlV01'AB1LIS WAITE, 1904 

Head in plan: W = A + EN - CU2 calculated for 8 individuals from 10 measurements (N) 
of width taken at equal intervals between most advanced point and level of opercular 
border at visual ventral plane, Ividths expressed as percentages of relevant anteropos
terior length. 

Specimen L8, mm A B 

(a) 125 50.19 16.530 

(b) 135 42.31 13.917 

(c) 175 27.12 16.246 

(d) 185 31. 65 14.334 

(e) 209 31.99 14.935 

(f) 223 32.98 12.915 

(g) 225 29.38 12.280 

(h) 252 19.86 17.167 

c 

1.1064 

0.9828 

0.9814 

0.8769 

0.9379 

0.7398 

0.6265 

1.0481 

R Tangent 

0.9993 2.2129 

0.8646 1.9656 

0.9972 1.9629 

0.9955 1.7537 

0.9989 1.8758 

0.9983 1.4795 

0.9779 1.2530 

0.9883 2.0962 

Measured (predicted) 
widths 

65.1(65.6) 79.5(78.8) 
89.3(89.8) 99.3(98.6) 
105.6(105.2) 109.5 
(109.5) 110.5(111.7) 
111. 6 (111. 6) 109.8 
(109.3) 104.9(104.9) 
54.6(55.3) 67.1(66.2) 
75.0(74.2) 81.5(82.2) 
88.5(87.3) 91.0(91.4) 
90.4(91.6) 89.8(90.7) 
88.5(87.9) 83.3(83.2) 
40.8(42.4) 58.1(55.9) 
67.5(67.0) 75.5(76.4) 
83.1(83.8) 89.4(89.3) 
92.3(92.7) 94.2(94.3) 
95.1(93.8) 90.8(91.4) 
42.9(45.1) 60.3(56.8) 
66.7(69.8) 74.1(75.0) 
81.0(82.4) 85.9(86.1) 
88.9(88.7) 90.5(90.2) 
89.7(89.6) 87.3(87.3) 
46.7(46.0) 58.0(58.1) 
67.3(68.4) 76.4(76.7) 
82.7(83.2) 89.5(87.8) 
90.7(90.6) 91.2(91.5) 
90.5(90.4) 87.3(87.6) 
45.0(45.2) 56.5(55.8) 
64.5(65.1) 72.6(72.8) 
78.9(79.1) 84.9(83.8) 
86.3(87.1) 88.8(89.0) 
90.0(89.2) 87.8(88.2) 
40.0(41.0) 53.3(51.4) 
60.5(60.6) 68.1(68.5) 
75.0(75.1) 79.8(80.7) 
83.8(84.6) 88.0(87.5) 
91.4(89.2) 88.1(89.5) 
34.7(36.0) 51.3(50.0) 
63.0(61.9) 71. 7(71.8) 
78.4(79.5) 84.6(85.1) 
89.1(88.7) 90.3(90.1) 
89.1(90.0) 87.0(85.7) 
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TABLE 6 

GNA'I'HAGNUS INNOTABILlS WAITE, 1904 

DispositLon of fins along anteroposterior aXlS of flsh: speclficatlons for 8 specimens, 
standard length, Ls, 125-252 mm, of the relatlon L = b Nk (rectlhed as log L = k 
Log N + Log b) where L = {length to pectoral origin, anal origin, dor~al origin, dorsal 
termination, anal termination, caudal origin}, N = {I, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10}. 

Specinlen Ls, mm 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

(d) 

( e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

C.M. 

125 

135 

175 

185 

209 

223 

225 

252 

187.2 

k 
(slope) 

0.5119 

0.5423 

0.5522 

0.5335 

0.5279 

05510 

0.5220 

0.5332 

0.5308 

log b 
(in tercept) 

2.5109 

2.4529 

2.4581 

2.4750 

2.4799 

2.4680 

2.4803 

2.4 784 

2.4786 

t 

25.678* 

31. 377* 

67.376* 

25.423* 

26.406* 

30.724* 

36.743* 

23.221* 

43.507* 

Measured (predicted) lengths 
as thousandths of Ls 

320(324) 584(569) 648(659) 
896(878) 976(940) ] 000(1 054) 
281(284) 541(515) 578(602) 
807(816) 874(886) 1 000(989) 
286(287) 526(527) 623(617) 
846(841) 920(925) 1 000(1 024) 
292(299) 573(537) 605(626) 
849(843) 908(905) 1 000(1 020) 
301(302) 555(539) 603(603) 
856(843) 921(905) 1 000(1 018) 
287(294) 5bl(538) 628(631) 
868(858) 942(924) 1 000(1 045) 
298(302) 560(536) 609(623) 
844(835) 884(895) 1 000(1 005) 
298(301) 556(540) 619(630) 
861(849) 925(912) 1 OOO(] 027) 
298(301) 557(539) 617(628) 
853(846) 918(908) 1 000(1 022) 

Genus BOESEMANICHTHYS Abe, 1952 
Boesemaniehthys Abe, 1952, Jap. Journ. Iehth., 2(1), p.40. 

firmamentum Temminck & Schlegel, 1850. 
Type-species, Tetraodon 

Boesemaniehthys firmamentum (Temminck & Schlegel, 1850) 
Tetraodon firrnamentum Temminck & Schlegel, 1850, FAUN. JAP. POISS., p.280, pl.126, 

fig.2. Type-locality: Japan. 
? Tetraodon gillsbanksii Clarke, 1897, Trans. N.Z. Inst., 29, pp.244, 245, pl.14. 

Type-locality: Moturoa, Taranaki. 
Boesemaniehthys firmamentum: Whitley, 1964, Proe. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 89(1), p.59. 

Additional material 
This rather rare wide-ranging deepwater species, recorded in the Check-List 

(McCulloch 1929) from Japan (type-locality), New South Wales, Victoria New Zealand 
(the last-named presumably on the basis of Tetraodon gillsbankii Clarke, 1897, treated 
in the Australian Check-List as a synonym, but accepted in the New Zealand Check-List 
(Whitley 1968) as a valid species) was first recorded for this State in Part XIII 
(1965) on the basis of an example, Ls 237 Lt 302, found washed up on the sand after a 
storm at Greens Beach, north coast, in July 1961. Two additional examples, Ls 240 246 
Lt 301 302, are here noted, both taken off Eddystone Point, east coast, in April 1979 
by Mr Shane Down. 
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TABLE 7 

CNATHACNUS lNNOTIWlLIS WAlTE, 1904 

Ventral fin, 8 specimens, L = b N*k (rectified as log L = k log N" + log b) where L 
{length of spine, 5th 4th 3rd 2nd ray, as thousandths of standard length} {lst ray that 
farthest from spine}, N" = {I 2 3 4 5}. 

Specimen 
Standard Slope Intercept t Measured (predicted) lengths 

Length 
k log b 

mm 

(a) 125 0.6518 1 .8636 30.885*** 72(73) 116(115) 152 (149) 
184(180) 202(208) 

(b) 135 0.8339 1.7691 14.004*** 56(59) 111(105) 156(147) 
190(187) 207(225) 

(c) 175 0.7865 1.7911 18.418*** 61(62) 108 (10 7) 149 (147) 
194(184) 206(219) 

(d) 185 0.7970 1.7396 23.626*** 54(55) 97(95) 130(132) 
175(166) 189(198) 

(e) 209 0.7578 1.7580 35.737*** 57(57) 96(97) 132(132) 
170(164) 189(194) 

(f) 223 0.9102 1. 6702 28.733*** 45(47) 92(88) 130(127) 
166(165) 195(202) 

(g) 225 0.8536 1.6573 22.749*** 44 (45) 85(82) 118(116) 
153( 148) 170(179) 

(h) 252 0.7579 1.7233 22.492*** 52(53) 93(89) 121(122) 
157(151) 171 (181) 

G.M. 186.2 0.7936 1.7465 25.219*** 54(56) 99(97) 135(133) 
173(168) 191(200) 

Dimensions as TLs 
The principal dimensions as millesimals of standard length (smaller present 

individual first, earlier specimen last entry) follow. Length to origin termination 
of dorsal 742 732 779 829 833 868, of anal 788 776 826 879 870 894. Lengh to origin 
of pectoral 325 346 345, length of fin 163 165 143. Length to vent (midd1~ 742 732 
740. Head to front of gill slit 296 313 323, to back of slit 317 333 333. Snout 108 
126 115. Eye 54 69 51. Interorbital 146 175 187. Length of longest of last ray of 
dorsal 192 46, 183 45, 194 46, of anal 200 46, 185 45, 194 57. Depth at front of eye 
200 203 203, at back of eye 217 248 262, at gill slit 277 362 359, at vent 242 244 257; 
maximum depth 313 386 367; depth of caudal peduncle 100 100 105. 

Meristic characters 
D.14. A.14. 

Coloration, spinulation 

P.16 15 17. C. main rays 1 + 7 + 1. 

As was the case with the 1965 specimen the general coloration is in good broad 
agreement with that of the original figure, reproduced by McCulloch (1922, pl.58, fig. 
369f). Chief differences: in both individuals demarcation between upper dark and 
lower light regions much less definite; lighter area less extensive, extending in 
larger fish only about halfway from ventral profile to level of pectoral, in smaller 
reaching obscurely to somewhat below that fin; hinder part of caudal dusky in part 
blackish; in smaller fish light spots on caudal fewer smaller less well defined, in one 
subvertical row only. 
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The nature of the spines and their pattern of distribution are similar to those 
described in Part XIII (1965). 
Some aspects of form 

(a) Head, to vent, standard length. On a loglog grid these three 
lengths are significantly linear for both individuals (t 23.309* 52.il84*) and for the 
earlier example (t 41.635") - measurements of which were not given ,in Part XIII but 
have now been made - on 1 5 10. 
Dimensions below as 

Log L = 0.5041 
000(1021). 

TLs, 1965 specimen last. 

Log L 0.4796 
LogL 0.4706 

log IV + 2.5050. Measured (predicted) lengths 317(320) 742(720) 

log IV + 2.5242. 
log LV + 2.5340. 

Lengths 333(334) 732(723) 1 000(1 008). 
Lengths 340(342) 740(729) 1 000(1 011). 

Among a large number of species representative of a wide range of families in 
which this head, pre-vent, pre caudal relationship has been investigated abscissal 
values in the loglog formulation of 1 5 10 are exceptional (modal set 1 2 3, followed 
in frequency by 2 3 4). To arrive at some general provisional idea of the general sit-
uation in this family, regression equations have been calculated for some species noted 
in earlier contributions in this series, namely, in Part XI (1963), 8 specimens of 
Contusus richei, Ls 74-125 (table 5, species there referred to Sphaeroides) , in same 
table 1 specimen of Sphael'oides hClJni,ltoni, Ls 78, and in Part XVIII (1971) 1 specimen, 
Ls 78, of Tetl'aodon ar'milla (dimensions of beach example reported in Part XI not 
recorded) . 

For Contusus 1'1:chei the abscissal set is, as in the present species, 1 5 10, the 
t values ranging from 20.930*to 211.568**, mean 102.373**, with 6 of the 8 significances 
being better than P 0.01. For Sphael'oides hamiltoni the best straight line (to 43.865*) 
has the abscissal set 1 7 10, while the set for Tetl'aodon a.rmilla is 1 6 10. 

(b) Disposition of fin ol'igins and tel'minations. On a loglog grid the lengths 
to pectoral origin dorsal origin anal origin dorsal termination anal termination caudal 
origin (Ls) are highly significantly linear (t 38.360*** 28.058*** 11.624***) on 1 5 6 
7 8 10. Dimensions below as TL.s, 1965 specimen last. 

Log L = 0.4846 log N + 2.5156. Measured (predicted) lengths .325(328) 742(715) 
788(7ill) 829(841) 879(898) 1 000(1 OlD). 

Log L = 0.4534 log LV + 2.5396. Lengths 346(346) 732(719) 778(781) 833(837) 
870(889) 1 000(984). 

Log L = 0.4655 log N + 2.5477. Lengths 345(353) 779(741) 826(807) 868(il67) 894 
(923) 1 000(1 024). 

It is of interest to note the same 1 5 6 7 8 10 formulation (covering in the 
absence of ventral in these fishes all the fins) is applicable to the 1971 example 
of Tctraodon al'milla noticed above (t 24.145***). 

Log L = 0.4045 log N + 2.5852. Lengths 383(384) 765(738) 790(794) 840(845) 
854(892) 1 000(998). 
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